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Editors' Introduction 

This is the fourth issue of the tendency newsletter. 

We particularly wish to draw your attention to the conference call in 
the first pages of this issue. While a number of details remain to be work
ed out (though it seems fairly certain that the conference will be held at 
a single site in Brooklyn on Easter weekend- April 1,2,3,1983), several 
meetings have already been held and workgroups assigned to the various tasks , 
rangi ng from funding to childcare to speakers arrangments. Participation at 
al l l evels is still welcome, anyone with a desire to either come to the 
conference or work on its preparation should contact either this newsletter 
or one of the individuals or groups listed as sponsors. 

It is our opinion that the success of this project will be dependent 
in lar ge measure on the Rreparation of the participants . To aid that 
preparati on, future issues of this newsletters or special editions will 
likely concentrate on readings for background and papers to be debated 
and discussed at the conference. Those who have suggestions within the 
areas outlined should immediately contact us . 

For those reading this generic newsletter the first time, we repeat 
from a previous issue: we want to circulate material that is of direct in
terest and use to the political trend to which we belong . In part this will 
be descriptions and analyses of work area ; in part it will be treatment of 
various strategic and theoretical questions and the debates around them ••• 
Our hope is to gradually overcome various questions of security and political 
diplomacy to the point where major areas of work can be analysed with suf
ficent detail and candor so that a clear picture of various forces and pro
grams will emerge. Similarly, on the theoretical and strategic questions 
our goal is to be able to present issues and question in a way that a more 
general participation i n discussions wil l be possible before lines become 
fixed and public stances are assumed. 

Other notes: 
- as always, publishing or reprinting of an article here should not be 

taken to mean that the writer is a member of the tendency . 
- the anti- war newsletter Battlecry, which was combined with this news

letter for the previous issue, will begin publication shortly under a new 
name . Notes and debate should be sent to it c/o this address. 

Technical notes : send camera- ready copy (carbon ribbon, 1/2" margins 
all around , 8 1/2" by 11" paper) to us . In the case of posters, leaflets 
and the like, send the original or a good PMT. We have facilities for re
duction and other layout changes, but discourage this unless c ecked before
hand . 

This newsletter is on permanent file at the Chicago Historical Soci ety 

Circulation this issue: 500. Let us know if you need more . 

Tendency Newsletter 
c/o STO 
P.O . Box 8493 
Chicago , IL . 60650 
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Conference Called 

A theoretical/political conference is being planned for Easter weekend, 1983, 
to be held in New York City. It will be on the interrelated themes of new 
trends in capital and the implications of those trends for both state and 
society. Our emphasis will be on the particularities of the U.S. situation 
with an eye to providing a context for future discussions of questions of 
strategic importance for left work in various movements and sectors. Within 
this framework, we intend to incorporate a consideration of developments in 
other developed countries as possible indicators of the direction of the move
ments spawned by the present crisis. 

The conference is conceived by its initiators as part of a process already un
derway to consolidate a political tendency on the left--one that is existent in 
elements but not self-conscious nor effectively organized. Generally this ten
dency is characterized by activism, internationalism, a recognition that strug
gles waged by oppressed groups (Black, latin, women, etc.) are central to the 
revolutionary process and a conviction that those struggles must develop auto
nomously, an open and critical approach to major questions before the left, a 
willingness to draw from various currents in left thought, an appreciation for 
the importance of theory, and a critical attitude towards the traditional party 
building movement but still understanding the need for revolutionary organization. 

Besides preparations for this first of what may be a .series of conferences, co
ope·ration on joint political projects are going ahead amongst people in this ten
dency and communication is being promoted through this generic newsletter. 

The planners of the conference hope to· attract activists who generally fit within 
the characteristics stated above. Identification with the tendency building pro
cess is not a prerequisite to participation. The conference is not intended to 
develop formai organizational structure or to serve as a recruitment devise. 
Rather,it is meant to be an opportunity for much-needed serious, strategically
oriented discussion amongst revolutionaries who do share a certain common per
spective. 

At the end of this report you will find a description of the thematic divisions 
we have arrived at and the breadth of consideration they are meant to encompass. 
There is obvious overlap between the various segments and final clarification of 
the exact limits between eacn topic will be determined in consultation with the 
princip~,) speakers. 

The format consists of a panel of two o.r three speakers on each topic 
small discussions involving the panelists and perhaps other speakers. 
pants would reassemble for a plenary discussion before proceeding to 
topic. There will be no votes or resolutions. Participants will be 
to do extensive advance preparation. 

followed by 
Partici

the next 
expected 

With the wide scope and complexity of the topics, we can only expect issues to 
be clarified, questions asked, and debate to begin. It is hoped that debate 
will continue through this newsletter, other appropriate media, and possibly 
other conferences. 



The conference planning committee has thus far included the following indivi
duals and groups: Red Balloon Collective, South African Military Refugee Aid 
Fund, Sojourner Truth Organization, Tuesd(ly Marxist Group, SaEalee Hamilton, 
and John Garvey. 

Letters to prrep~ct±v~participants will be mailed soon. Readers of this news
letter who are_.interested in the conference should correspond with the conference 
planning committee care of this newsletter: PO Box 8493, Chicago, Il, 60680. 

CO~FERENCE TOPICS ~~D QUESTIONS 

I What is happening to the U.S. economy? The microprocessor revolution--what 
is the future of the auto and other industries which up to now have been basic 
to the economy? Will there be a shift in relative importance of heavy indus
try, military, clerical, communications and service sectors? Hhat is the aim 
of capital--to restructure or to reindustrialize?--and to what extent can it 
realize that aim? To what extent are these developments caused and shaped by 
the various mass struggles? What will be the impact of these changes on the 
size, and on the racial, sexual, age and skill composition of the working class? 
\fuat are the likely changes in the sexual division of labor and in the family? 
Is. there a tendency towards the emergence of Third World characteristics (i.e. 
extremes of poverty and wealth with little in between) in the U.S. and. other 
industrial countries? 

II Changing condistions in the periphery The effect of uneven development of 
the periphery. The character of the "economic 7'-1irq~-le" in Taiwan,- South Korea, 
etc. Multi-national corporations and multinational imperialism. The degree to 
which captital remains "nationalistic ... -quest'ions of domestic stability versus 
foreign investment. The role of the· IMF and AID policies. The "new internation
al economic ordern and the i-nternati.onal division of- labor. Dependency theory, 
unequal exchange and other theories of imperialism. How developments in the 
periphery place limitations or present options for capital. 

III The impact of the changes on the character of the popular struggles in the 
U.S. Three models of struggle in a developed. country--Gdansk, Brixton, "'iami. 
What are the distinguishing features of each and the relation between them? 
What is the role of immigrant 'workers, undocumenteci workers-, "guest workers"? 
The struggle of women against their exclusion from social labor. Youth and the 
struggle in the social sphere. The skinhead phenomenon and fascist potentials. 
New forms of divisions within the ''"'"king .class and potentials for a unified 
class movement. Unemployment and the refusal of work. The currently existing 
~ovements and their likely prospects. 

IV The drift towards militarism and repression Is there a new basis in 
structural change for a turn towards militarism and repression in the U.S.? 
What are the limits of bourgeoise democracy? Is the state a terrain of strug
gle or simply the instrument of the ruling class? The tendency towards the 
11 strong state~' and its relation to mass autonomous fascist movements. 11Ex-
terminism" and the development of an autonomouS military. The armed clandestine 
movements in the developed countries. 
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Anti-Zionism . 
l.S not anti-Semitism 

For too long, a critique of the role of zionism and how it impacts on left and mass 
organizing has been largely ignored by both progressive and left forces. Let me start by 
saying I am speaking here only for myself as a Jew, an anti-imperialist, and an anti
zionist. 

As Jews who are opposed to zionism, we tend not to have a voice. For many progres
sive and even ant-i-imperialist Jews, the questions of Palestine· and Israel, and of zionism 
and Palestinian nat-i-onalism are areas that are avoided for a number of reasons. Some are 
emotional, since we (as Jews) are socialized to believe we are traitors to Jewish people 
if we oppose or even question zionism. Some of the political reasons have been the fear 
of the unpopularity of the Palestinian cause in this country and the fear of losing even 
liberal support. Despite the fact that Israel's "socialist" facade has to a considerable 
extent been discarded, that tendency known as Labor Zionism or Socialist Zionism, still 
provides a kind of "progressive" justification for many people. 

As a Jew, I do care about Israeli Jews, I want them to liv.e peacefullywith their 
neighbors. I don't want them wiped out or expelled. But for them to live peacefully in 
Palestine, with the original inhabitants, zionist ideology and institutions which cannot 
be reconciled with this goal will have to be supplanted. I am frightened by what will 
happen if the current trends of xenophobia, religious nationalism and chaUvinism continue 
to deepen. 

It is for these reasons that the role of zionism on organizing must be addressed, 
Events have stripped away some of the old arguments, Israel's .open expansionism has em
harassed even some of Israel's strongest supporters~ racism and class distinctions have 
been revealed where once the claims of 'zionist' liberation stood uncontested; and the 
Palestinian Resistance has raised the challenge of Palestinian self-determination. 

It is important to understand that being ·anti-zionist is not the same as being anti
semitic and that anti-semitism is re~ognized as a very real phenomenon which must be 
countered,· It is ·equally important not to discount the persecution of Jews, including 
in the U.S. The events in WWII and past history did occur and the rise of the New Right 
and its push towards fascism coupled with increased anti-semitism cannot be ignored, As 
I stated earlier, but will restate because of its importance, it needs to be realized .tha.t 
zionism does not help, but rather fosters anti-semitism. Zionists have used anti-semitic 
racism as an 'objective, immutable inherent characteristic of non-Jewish human nature. It 
was the zionist acceptance of the racist and anti-semitic characterization of Jews that 
encouraged the creation of the Jewish state, and conversely the disintegration of Jewish 
cultural life in Eatern Europe. 

Zionist racism and anti-Palestinian sentiments perpetuation among many Jews in Palestine 
by virtue of their role as colonial settlers (arul the Sephardic past experience in reaction
ary Arab countries) feeds on and in turn nourishes the reactionary notion thst Jews .can 
never enjoy partnership with other people. This notion must be opposed carefully, however. 

I will briefly focus on how the issue of zionism confronts us in the feminist and anti
war organ~z~ng arenas. The impact of zionism and anti-semitism on the anti-racist movement 
would take a whole other paper, so in won't be dealt with explicitly here. 

In the feminist arena, this issue has probably recieved the most attention recently 
with articles appearing in ·Ms. magazine and Off Our ·Backs, along with countless letters. 
The clear line in this area revolves around the misconception pnt forth by zionist "femi
nists" that to~ be anti-zionist automatically means one is anti-semitic. The internal con
flict seems to be between the Jewish feminist discovery of as·Jews and the confusion 

th~"''>elves 
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over the question of Israel. Jewish lesbians and other feminists are celebrating their 
cultural and religious identities, and, of course, that needs to be supported. They aren't 
however, differentiating between politics and religion. They are equating their Jewish
ness with zionism and ultimately support for the State of Israel. They concentrate on 
Israeli feminists while making Palestinian women nearly invisible. It is important to 
clarify that Judai~!flis a religion, with all the culture, literature and art that are asso
ciated with it and that zionism is a political movement. The question that is brought 
into mind is "~ow is the Stc:;tte of Israel, itself a reactionary regime, going to further 
that celebratiOfl Of feminist diSCOVery? II 

In the anti-war movement, the question doesn't seem to be addressed in the same way as 
the feminist arena. The role of the US--playing a central part in this area does not ge-'. 

addressed in the anti-draft, Freeze, or anti-intervention movements. The anti-war.move
merit remains silent when tens of thousands of "peacekeeping" troops are sent to Lebanon 
to support the Phalangist government, while loudly protesting when advisors are sent to 
El Salvador. The Freeze movement doesn't address Palestine at all (since there is a clear 
pattern of not d,ealing with Third World issues) while the US is providing Israel with clus
ter bombs. The anti-war movement seems to get caught on Israel. While supporting the 
FMLN/FDR in El Salvador, or the rights of Blacks in South Africa to struggle for self
determination and. liberation, there is hesitation in supporting the PLO. 

The PLO is portrayed as a terrorist organization in media and buys into the anti-Arab 
and pro-Israeli propaganda. As long as the anti-war movement echoes successive Administra
tions and asserts that the Mideast conflict hinges on "Jewish survival", "Israeli self
defense" and "democracy", it will be unable to understand that the theft of land from Arab 
people is inseparable from exploitation, oppression and racism. Often the radical elements 
in the anti-war movement defer to zionist liberal politicians. The mideast liberation 
struggle has not been seen as an anti-war issue--and as the left has consistently excluded 
the question of Black self-<j.-eterminattion, the left has failed to expose the nature of class 
society and its roles in the Mideast. 

There is a trend in Jewish politics that is increasingly critical of Israel, a trend 
which increasingly feels the need to distance itself from official Zionism and the State 
of Israel. It is, therefore, important to assert that there is, within Jewish culture, 
an anti-zionist and internationalist tradition. 

Anti-zionist Jews have ranged in a spectrum of belief from the extreme orthodoxy of the 
thousands of followers of the Hassidic Satmar Rov, who refuse to recognize Israel on reli
gious grounds through reform Jews of the now-defunct American Council on Judaism to the 
revolutionary movements of Jewish workers alld poor in Eastern Europe. Historically, one 
organization stood out in the period of the Russian Revolution and before World War II-
the General Jewish Workers Union of Lithuania, Poland and Russia, more commonly known as 
the Bund. The Bund was a mass socialist organization of Jewish workers. It was resolutely 
anti-zionist and struggled to define and understand the national and social contradictions 
confronting the oppressed Jewish masses in Eastern Europe. The Bund fought Labor Zionism 
as reactionary nationalism in a 'socialist' garb and conducted its agitation in the des
pised 'jargon' of the Jewish masses-Yiddish. 

The Bund, in its day was substantially more influential than was zionism. (For example, 
in the communal elections to the Polish Kehillah (the common council), the Bund won a ma
jority of ·the votes, defeating the zionist parties in 1939.) 

The Bund demanded what they called 'national cultural autonomy' in the lands of their 
birt~ in opposition to the zionist conception that Jews are eternal strangers and aliens 
in gentile countries. A fundamental tenent of zionism is the 'indigestability' and eternal 
'foreigness' of Jews in the Diaspora--an assumption that unites \;f\th the basic assumption 
of anti-semitism. (Note Herzl's famous meeting with the Tsarist Minister of Interior, von 
Plehve which occurred shortly after the vicious anti-semitic pogroms at Kishinev in which 
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von Plehve and the Tsarist state were implicated)) The zionist denigration of the Jewish 
internationalist is the equation of self-hatred and Jewish nationalism. 

History tends to ignore events like the first armed defense by Jews against pogroms 
organized by Jews after Kishinev. These anti-zionist socialist revolutionaries in 

Gomel in 1903 defeated the pogromists. The zionist-inspired histiography ignores the 
strong anti-fascist tradition of the Jewish people, of the internationalist fighters of 
the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Jews participated in every national resistance against fas
cism, some consciously as Jews, some as French men or women, Poles or Russians. 

The struggle against zionism and anti-semitism must be indisoluably linked. The 
Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai Brith Society issued a report on the rise of anti
semitism in which they concentrated almost exclusively on criticism or opposition to the 
State of Israel, which· is the given definition of anti-semitism. B'nai B'rith is also 
koown as an organization that upholds white (including "'bite Jewish)_;supremecy in the US. 

The zionist movement accepted uncritically the racist and anti-semitic charaCterization 
of Jewish life 4 Jews in the Diaspora. This acceptance was also predicated on the anti
semitic contention that Jews have no place in non-Jewish societies. The ·only possible 
solution could be the concentration of Jews as proud citizens of a Jewish nation-state. 
During World War II, the emphasis of zionists was on the creation of a Jewish state in 
Palestine, instead of the rescue of Jews from concentration camps. 

It would follow that if the creation of a Jewish state (as a solution to the Jewish 
problem) was to be at all possible, it could only happen if a dedicated minority established 
the civil administration, state machinery and political sovereignty for the Jewish masses. 

The zionist movement did not originally base its efforts on colonization of native 
land by exploitation, but by systematically following the patterns of colonization by dis
possession. The zionist leaders and founders had no intention of sharing the country 
equally with its original inhabitants, or of joining together in connnon struggle against 
common exploitation and oppression. They came to· establish Israel and solve the Jewish 
problem by setting up a state as an a priori position and state monopoly for Jews which 
consequ,ently meant the dispossession and expulsion of the native population. "Socialist 
zionists" have claimed that Jews can oppose Begin and the war in Lebanon without calling 
into question the nature of the zionist state, They claim that U.S. leftists opposed 
Nixon and the war in Vietnam without calling for a redrawing of the borders of the U.S. 
This essentially reformist view, usually backs the return of the Labor Party to power, or 
supports the- 'Peace Now' groups' vision of limited Palestinian autonomy. It is important 
to pose the the question to these 11 socialist zionists": "Don't the massacres in Beruit 
point to something basically wrong with the zionist state, much as the massacres at 
Wounded Knee and My Lai were not mistakes, but pointed to the basic genocidal nature of 
~he U.S.?" 

The zionist movement rooted its existence in a number of assumptions: the defillnition 
of Palestine as an empty land--a land without people for a people without land-- and after 
1948, the misconception that the native Palestinian Arab population voluntarily left their 
villages and towns at the explicit request of their leaders in order to return as conquer
ors. (All parties of the zionist movment; labor zionish))religious zionism, and revision itt 
share the common goal of establishing and consolidating in Palestine a Jewish state for 
Jewish people, above and beyond the very real policy differences and political ideologies. 
'Peace Now' has supported the Camp David accords and the invasion of Lebanon up to the 
Litani River and has denounced army reservists who refused to serve in the post-1967 
occupied territories. 

The plight of the Palestinian people in their occupied homeland is not dissimilar from 
that of Black people in South Africa. The racist policies in both \'ountries, are perpetu
ated with the full complicity of imperialist powers. This dispossession of the Palestin
ians and the continuing expansion of Israel have occured tinder the active sponsorship of 
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the US, not simply because of support for white suprem· cy, but because of the economic 
and strategic ends served by those policies. When Americans speak of the "rights of 
Palestinians" it has no meaning because they are speaking of a ~rcimp of refugees and not 
a nation. 

Palestinians place their emphasis on the difference between the zionist state and Jew
ish people in Palestine. However, some progressives fail to understand the distinction 
and call for the eternality of the Israeli state. The Palestinian struggle has given rise 
to defeatism, and antizionism in Israel has begun to drive a wedge between the zionist 
state and its people. Some anti-zionists demonstrate a misunderstanding of the complete 
process when they oppose the military action of the Palestinian movement, demanding it 
wait for Israeli workers themselves to overthrow the zionist state. The question is vaguely 
similar to the question of white skin privilege in the US---to what extent will Jewish 
workers identify with Palestinians? What will a democratic secular state look like if 
Jewish workers do not renounce their privileges? The :ewish communist anti-zionist group 
in Israel, Matzpan, has addressed these question of Jewish privilege and Palestinian na
tionalism. 

Chauvinism (nationalism of oppressors) is the tool which is used to keep Israeli work
ers from turning against the ruling class which exploits them and the state which uses them. 
The Israeli workers have had increasingly to face the contradiction between their 'national 
interest' (and their role of beneficiaries of zionism) and their real class interest. 

Although the US support h<s created condition which divided the Ashkenazi and Sephard.ic 
workers among themselves and from the PaleStinians, it at the same time created a ~asis for 
.Ril:ti-imperialist unity. Israeli rulers, determined to uphold the garrison role which pro
tects their OWn privileges have not hesitated to strengthen themselves by estabishing good 
relations with the widest variety of fascist supporters-(although in the long run this will 
undermine their hold over the Israeli masses). 

Thus, in the anti-war movement, support forthe zionist state, which must inevitably 
have imperialist military backing, is in direct contradiction to anti-militarism. In the 
feminist movement, support for the zionist state negates the identity of Palestinian women. 
One Israeli .women's comment summarized the zionist position: "Palestiaian women itre not 
oppressed by Israelis, they are being oppressed by Palestinian men." Translated into the 
U.S. context, white women would never be oppressors of black women. Within both the anti
war and feminist movements, questions of zionism bring out not only positions on Judaism 
and Israel and Lebanon, they bring out basic political positions and world views beyond 
the Mideast. 

The underlying premise here is "How do we approach or handle zionism, knowing its 
emotional impact'?" There are two courses to take, one is to ignore the issue entirely, 
and to not bring it up, as chances are quite high that it will split the movement. The 
other choice (albeit the more difficult one) is to confront the issue and have open dis
cussionso Granted, it may polarize the group, but a recognition of polarization is often 
more healthy than perpetuating a tense •harmony'. 

--A. Brule and friends. 
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discussing the 
Dear Sisters, middle east 

This ·open letter is addressed ·to organizers 
and· supporters of an International Women's Day 
event held in Madison, Wisconsin this year and 

'to organizers of similar events elsewhere in the 
c~ntry. We are a group of wo_men active ~n the 
Ann Arbor and Chicago chapters of New Jew1sh A
genda, the Chutzpah Women's Group, Chic~go 
Friends of (Israeli) Peace Now, and a v1tal 
Jewish lesbian community in Chicago. 

We commend the organizers of the Interna
tional Women's Day event in Madison for attempt
ing to include the Middle East on their agenda 
this year. For too· long, the women's- corrmunity 
has tenned the _Middle East na male~~_issue, ... 
while the male-dominated left has reduced 1t to 
11 the good guys versus the bad guys. 11 Both views 
are used to mask sentiments that "the Middle 
East is too complicated or too emotionally 
charged an issue to ·put our necks on the line ... 

women make up half of those.·who suffer the 
m<ist direct consequences of the Israeli-Pales
tinian conflict, and it is Often women who suf
fer disproportionately the. effects of this ~on
flict. _ For example, military expenditures 1n 
the.Middle East region (including Israel and 
the Arab states where most Palestinian women 
are concentrated) are the highest in the world 
relative to expenditures on social services .. 
which women are·often forced to rely on. S1m1-
larly, women in the United States who· rely ~n 
disproportionate· numbers on g~ve~nme~t soc1al 
services felt the effects of 1ncreas1ng U.S. 
militarism in the MiddlE} Eas.t Region. 

While the Madisori.IWD organizer~' attempt 
to contradict these views prevadle~t ~n d t~e ft 
women's movement and the male- omlna e e 
is welcome and in fact long overdue, the man
ner in which a workshop_on the Middle ~ast was 

lanned and problems whoch arose from 1~ were 
P.resolved .. cannot go unchall~nged. It lS m,n~ 
understanding that an Israel1· woman and a 
Palestinian woman were asked to lead the 

k h P At least one of them did· not know 
· wor s o · . , 1 tf with the that she was to share the .I' a orm 

other and the organizers of the event s:emed 
to kil~w little of the political perspect1ve of 
either woman. Two days before the :vent, the 

. . man refused to speak 1 f the 
Palest1n1an wo t While the organi- · 
Israeli woman was presen · e both women to 
zers had the option to encourag 
speak or to cancel the workshop al~o~ether, 
they voted to have only the Palest1n1a~ woman 

k and dis-invited th.e Israeli· woman. It 
spea ' that this decision was made because.the 
appea~s . did not want to be perceived as ra
o~g~n z~~~er a de!OOnstration ~as cal~ed to pro
Cls . tfiis decision,· the orgamzers w.lthdrew 
~~!~r sponsotship:of t"e workshop but allowed 
it to take place anyway. In sum, the ma~ner nd 
in which the workshop was planned was. na1Ve a 
irresponsible. . . h I -,· · 
· The decision to di_s-1nv1te .t e. sr~e 1_ d 

n from the workshop can only be motivate 
~0"l"gnorance and guil~. Implicit. in this.de
cision-was ·an assumpt1on that ~ew1sh oppression 
(commonly known as anti-semitism) is not a form 
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of. racism. We fail to s_ee any excuse for ig
oorance of the fact_ that Jewish oppress; on is 
indeed a form of racism. It is sad to see the 
women's movement mimic the male-dominated left 
in denying that Jews are an oppressed people 
who have rights to national ·libera:t-ion just· 
like any· other people. 

Gentiles, when acting out of guilt, pit 
Jews and Arabs against each other by trying to 
rank our oppression. They give uncritical sup
port to.one or the other of these groups, dec 
pending on which they view as having endured 
the greatest amount of suffering. A veteran 
Middle East activist.recently wrote that 
"Little effort is made. {by Gentiles) to 
approach Jews and Arabs as equa 1 s to search 
for dialogue and understanding." It is obvious 
that the decision of the Madison IWD organizers · 
to dis-invite the Israeli woman was not mo
tivated by constructive, hopefui thinking-on 
the Israeli-Palestlnian conflict. Instead, 
it· seems to be-based on guilt and internalized 
oppression. · 

We offer the following suggestions to 
organizers of the l>ladison IWD event and to 
organizers of sir.1i lar events fn the future: 
1) Familiarize yourselves with Jewish 
oppression (anti-semitism) and anti-Arab 
racism. Do not wait for :protest or letters 
such as this one to spell it out for you. 
Organize study sessions and workshops on 
Jewish ·oppression and anti-A.rab racism at 
conferences, teach-ins, etc. 2) Do not type~ 
cast Jews and Arabs. This is one of the most 

racist things you can do. Vital and serious 
·debate exists within the American Jewish 
and Arab-American conlnunities, as well as 
within Israel and the Palestinian nationalist 
movement. The bottom 1 ine for all of this 
debate is survival and liberation. Take some 
time to familiarize yourselves with this 
debate (as some 0fthe Madison IWO organizers 
are cur~ntly doing), ard to determine which 
.perspectives offer the best hope for the future 
of both peoples. Do not offer anything less 
than this. · 

For liberation (yours and ours), 
Christie Sal ka 
t\rden Handler 
ClaudiO Kraus 
Janet Tobacman· 
Sherry Weingart 
Debbie Zucker 

another view on the middle 
east from the midwest 

Dear ·sisters, 

. Thank ypu for. giving me an -opp6~tunity to: 
respond to t'tie letter from the ChiCago women. >
! want to clarify the facts. ·First·, the 
Israeli and Palestinian women were asked to 
oarticipate on a panel about women·in t~e 
,•·iddle East and·Asia with women from·Sr1 
Lcnka, Malaysia and Indiai they.were not 
at .. kf:"d ·to 11 lead the workshop 11

• · The Israeli 
woma~ described herself to the coalition as a 
a. '"left-progressive~~ and a··nfen'lj~ist·:~ and 



was tentatively placed on the panel. erom 
the b~i.nning, t~e Palestinian woman said 
she could not sit on the same panel with 

·this woman, whom she believed-was a zionist, 
because zionism negates .the struggle·for 
Palestinian liberation. The workshop ·organ
izer tried to resolve the conflict through 
a series of meetings with the other tenta
tive panel members, but was unsuc;:cessful 
because the Israeli woman did not attend. 
It was decided, when she did not attend the 
meetings, she was not to be on-the final 
panel. It was not until the day of the 
workshop that the Israeli woman admitted 
she was a zionist. we never wanted to ex
clude her from .the dialogue, and asked her 
to share her information from the audience, 
about women's lives jn Israel. The Madison 
zionists weren't satisfied with aUdience 
participation, if she co-uldn't "speak as 
a panelist, they did not intend to let any
one speak. They physically attacked the· 
workshop. They outnumbered the Arabs and 
Palestinians five to one. They threw obHcts 
at the Palestinian woman· and verbally instil ted 
her. In the following .days, anonynuus zion~ 
ists made harassing .phone calls to anti-
zionist jewish feminists in the coal itiori, 
calling them 11 Self-hatin9 jewS 11

• 

The isSue of zionism and P-alesti_nian 
1 iberation is an emotional question since 
we (as Jews) are socialized to believe that 
we are_ traitors· if ·-we oppose or even question 
zionism, the collective consciousness of· 
the genoc·ide carried out against European 
Jews and the way this has legitimized the 
State of Israel. Zionism still has a kind 
of intellectual hegemony. Because of the 
"guilt" one feels when· criticizing zionism, 
ft is important to assert that there is 
an anti-zionist tradition within Jewish cul
ture--historically, the Bund. The Bund was 
.a mass socialist organization of Jewish 
workers that was resolutely anti-zionist. 
They demanded ·"national-cultural auto~;~orqy" 
in the.lands of their birth. These anti
zionist revel utionaries defeated the pogro
mists, while never giVing up the political 
line that gentile. and Jewish victems of op
pression must unite in a coTTJTJOn struggle· 
for a more just society. There is also a 
st~ong anti-fascist tradition of Jewish 
people. It was not zionism that saved the 
Jews-.from nazism, it was Hitler':s defeats 
at El Alamein, Stalingrad and elsewhere. 

The State of Israel, as the embodiment 
of zionism is a reactionary regime opposed 
to the ·interests of Jewish people as well as 
Palestinians. Zionism and Israeli policy 
increasingly contradict the real interests 
of Jewi·sh people, which are for a democracy 
and an end to cultural and national oppres-· 
sion. Jewish people need to unite with other· 
minorities and forces capable of fighting 
racism and to link the fight against racism 
and anti-semitism. 

Zionism has not delivered on its claims 
for Jewish people. It is not a "normal" state, 
but a state claiming to- derive its sovereigntY 
from a. mythical national entity, the majority 
of whose members do not reside within its 
borde.rs or inhabit the country. It is a 

mendicant state, depen·dent militarily and 
finanCially on the U.S.. It is a garrison 
state that openly plans the confiscation and 
annexation of Arab land. It is a kind of 
ghetto writ large where the national oppres
sion of Jews experienced in the outside world 
is inverted and reproduced. It. is a regime 
~nat ~ells ~~ms ~o every ~epulsiv~, tOrtur1ng 
and nght-w1ng d1ctatorsh1p you can think of 
(Somoza, ~outh Africa, and even Argentina; 
where naz1 ~ar criminals have-_been able to 
find a safe refuge.) 

The zionist conception is that Jews are 
et:rnal for~igners and aliens in gentile coun
trles, and that Israel is· their homeland. 
Zionism regards anti-semitism to be an eternal 
f_eel ing inherent in the ·human consciousness 
rather than regarding it as a sociological 
phenomenon dependent on- the consideration of 
time and place . .It demands loyalty to the 
State of Israel by the virtue o·f being Jewish. 
~hat Z!onism .~oes as an ideology is to part
lCU~anze ant1-semitism, .to separate it his--:
toncally from other forms·orracism and to 
concede the basic assumptions of· anti-semitism, 
that Jews are a-foreign element. 

This approach is the antithesis of nation
al l iber~tion. As feminists, (Jewish, Arab, 
and gent1le}, we have a political responsi
bility to analyze the role of imperialist; 
racist and fascist -regimes on -the lives of 
women and Qther-oppressed people, to act on 
the .analys_is, and .begiT} to end oppression. 
The oppression of women will not end as long 
as :people-are oppressed on the basis of race 
class,_ -religion and national origin.- Those ' 
~yst~ms whic~ mai~tain this oppression. (cap
ltallsm and 1mper1alism) must be opposed. 

In soiidarity, 
Leslie Byster, 
for the I-nternational Women• s 
Day Coalition, Madison 

anti-zionist jewish women 
Dear E.vi s-eck, 

Thank you for your bibliography by and 
out Jewish women, but I think it is important 

for·you to recognize the differences among Jew-
ish women. · 

I protest.the listing of Lilith as "an 
essential magazine" and one that 11 has a· femin
ist persPective." As fclr as I can see, and 
please COrrect me if r•m wrong, Lilith is 
strictly a Zionist ·magazine with 1 i.ttle critic
ism Of Israel. l recently read an article in 
their latest issue which described the strength 
of Israeli Jewish women in the army· and as 
fighters, but with no mention of who they are 
fighting--our Palestinian sisters and brothers. 

To me a feminist perspective has got to 
-be an anti-imperialist perspective. In this 
anti-semitic Christian land, we are -grasping· 
for our identities as Jews. As feminists we 
must always be critical and not simply accept 
the definitions already" given ·to Jews; especial
ly as blind Sllpporters of Israe]. 

Chaia,. 
Brooklyn 
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Historical Aspects 

A. Role of imperialism & colonialism* 
1. economic & strategic role ME plays in Germany, France, USSR, 

England & US 
2. use US imperialism made of State of Israel . 
3. conditions in US & Europe that made ·colonialism possible 

(Was it necessary) 
4. arab & jewish capitalism 
5. rol~ of classes 

B. Origins of zionism 
1. Herzl 
2. i~~igration, bourgeoise resi3tance to early zionism, settlements 
3. his·tory of jewish persecuticm/jus·ti:!'ication of Israeli state 
4. role of anti-semitism on jewish people 
5. cooperation with Hitler 

--role of german·fascism 
--class alliance 

C. Origins of Israeli state, Jewish nationalism, & division of ME into 
nation-states 
1. role of Arab revolt (1936-1939), role of British 
2. role of labor wing of zionist party & bourgeoise elements of 

zioniSt move~ent 
3. World Zionist Organization 

-role of Western middle bourgeoise & Eastern petty bourgeoise 
-role of other western Jewish classeE 

4. approaches 
-demographic .v. territorial 
-philanthropic 

*should be seen as three different time pjriods 
---1859 to 1925 (post WWI) 
---1925 to end of WWII 
---1948 (creation of State of Israel) 

Current political situation 

A. Origins of PLO 
-who wanted and why 
-when and how it gaineG legitimacy 

B. lines w/in PLO and who s~ppc.•rts each (also class relations) 
-PFLP 
-Fateh 
-role of bedouin & fedayeen 
-Muslim Brotherhood 
-others 

c. Relationship of PLO to surrounding regimes & different liberation 
movements therein (also class relations) 
-Iraq (Baath party) 
-Iran 
-Syria (Baath party) 



-Lebanon ('78) Progressive Soc. Party, Independent Nasserite Movt., 
Lebanese Nat'l. Movt., Lebanese phalangist forces, Organization for 
Communist Action, Democratic Front for Liberation of Palestine, 
Syrian Soc. Nat'l. Party 

-Egypt('78) right-Liberal Soc. Organ., Satdat-Nat'l. Democratic Party, 
center-Arab Soc., Party, Wanti Party, pro-soviet-Egyptian Communist 
Party, Egyptian Communist Workers Party, Tagamoo (official party), 
Organization of Progressive Unionists 

-alliance with Syria & Egypt and why it fell apart 
-Saudia Arabia & other conservative regimes 
-Jordan 
-(Yemen -- arab nationalism) 

D. Current political trends in Israel, parties in power, their class 
interests and relationship to imperialism 
-Likud (Begin's party) 
-Labor party 
-Mapai 
-Peace Now forces 
-Israel Communist Party (anti-zionist faction, Maki) 
-Mapam (zionist) 
-Movt. for Israeli-Palestine Federation (non-zionist) 
-Herut (extreme right wing party) 
-Israeli Socialist Organization 
-Movt. for Greater Israel (A'hdut Avoda) 
-other anti-Arab and pro-imperialist forces 

E. Relation of each ME state to impenialism 

F. Role of USSR 
-support of partition 
-w/drawal of support & subsequent support of arab nation 
-relation to PLO 

G. Trends in Arab world 
-role of religion 
-role of western imperialism 
-Arab & Islamic nationalism, their responses/reactions to imperialism 
-pro-USSR 
-pro-US 

H. Relationship of class forces in Israel 
-Ashkanazies v. Sephardic (tribes or classes) 
-relation of urban bourgeoise to rural settlements 
-class composition of Kibbutz (etc.) 
-presence of racism in Israel (Black & Oriental Jews) 
-class compostion of these 'non-white' Jews--is it a skin color or 

class question? 
-compare this to Israeli treatment of Palestinians as 2nd class citi
zens, forced refugees, etc.) 

-population control practices 

I. Miscellaneous 
-role of zionism on arab & islamic nationalism 
-role of arab and islamic nationalism on zionism 
-trends of arab & islamic nationalism, do they represent the El.ame 

interests, •.• ·What interests 
-the political, economic * social factors that brought Israel into 

being ..• those that worked against it 
12 



-land claim issue similarities (if they exist, similar to others, 
Indians, etc.) 

-was creation of Jewish nation in Palestine a response to or aim of 
imperialism? what about a zionist state? can a jewish nation be 
separated from zionism? does existence of 'jewish' nation justify 
existence of 'christian' nation or 'islamic' nation? 

AND NOW, AT LAST THE QUESTIONS ••••• 

1. Is the Jewish struggle in Israel and in the diaspora one of national 
liberation? What about the zionist struggle? Are Jews a race, people, 
religion? 

2. How is anti-semitism (dis)similar to racism? 

3. What is the nature of the current Israeli state? Settler colonial? 

4. 

Fascist? Socialist? Potentially democratic? Can a zionist state 
exist without expansionism? Is it a war economy? 

What are the historical links between South Africa and Israel? 
is zionism (dis)simila~ to apartheid? What conclusions can be 

from Israel's relationships with South Africa and Argentina? 

How 
drawn 

5. What are the arguments for and against the democratic-secular state 
line? Who in the US holds them? If you advocate this line, how 
would you say it is different from others who do (particularly May 
19/John Brown)? 

6. What are the arguments for and against a 2 state position. Who holds 
these estimations and why? 

7. What about the role of 'terrorism' in the Middle East. Ho do you 
define it and support it or not? How is it different from, say, 
revolutionary violence? 

8. To date, why haven't Arab governments publicly arid 
the PLO in Lebanon--why the silence and inaction? 
alliances) 

militarily aided 
(bring in class 

9. What is Israel's role of foreign policy on US imperialism? Does 
George Schultz represent a change? Have the interests of the ruling 
class changed? 
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A PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ANTIZIONIST JEWS AND OTHERS 
by Wej Nacinema 

The Jewish Question, by Abram Leon, Pathfinder Books, A first attempt at a marxist 
interpretation of Jewish history by a Belgian Jew, a Trotskyist and former Socialist
Zionist who died in Auschwitz. The book tends somewhat towards an economic· reduction
ism, but is extremely useful as a starting point. 

Israel: A Settler-Colonial State?, By Maxime Rodison, Pathfinder, Analysis of the 
colonial!Qature-or-Israel by a-French Mid East scholar with a radical Jewish 
background, 

The Arab World and Israel, by Ahmad El Kosy and Eli Lobel, MR Press. Two essays, one 
by-an-Egyptian-and one-sy-an Israeli exile, from a Marxist point of view, 

Zionism: False Messiah, by Nathan Winstock, Ink Links, (London). Excellent, well
documented study and-critique of zionism, arab reaction and imperialism. The author 
is a former member of Hashomer Hatzair and writes from a kind of sophisticated trot• 
skyist point of view. 

The Other Israel, ed, by Arie Rober, Anchor/Doubleday. Israeli anti-zionists of the 
Matzpen--(Israeli Socialist Organization) write on history of zionism, etc. Puts 
forward the thesis of a "Hebrew nation', among other things and calls for a socialist 
federation in the mid-east. 

!h~Fall_zf~erusale~ Abdullah Schleiber, MR Press. 

Our Roots Are Still Alive, Palestinie Book Project of People's Press. 'The story of 
the Palestinian People-.-, -Tends to be somewhat propaganistic, and one-sided,· in my ·' · 
opinion, but well worth reading. Everything they left out of the movie Exodus. 

This Passover or Next I Will Never Be in Jerusalem, by Hilton Obensinger, Momo' Press, 
San -:franciscO. Contemporary American-Jew ,-anti-zionist and poet, socialist organizer 
and anti-zionist activist. 

Eichman in Jerusalem, by Hannah Arendt, Fascinating study of the Eichman trial. In
cludes some-or-the ways the trial was used by the Israeli state to legitimize itself; 
and interesting things on Eichman's attitude towards zionism in the middle and late 
thirties; his visit to Palestine then. 

The Arab Awakening , by George Antonius, Capricorn. The classic account of the origins 
of Arabnationalisiii. 

While Six~illion Die~, by Arthur Morse, Randon House/ Ace. How the USA refused to 
admit Jewish victims of persecution in Europe. Ther are several more scholarly books 
out now on the same subject, but this was the first. Western anti-semitism documented 
by the same countires that later supported a zionist state. Some coincidence. 

Zionizm Reconsidered, ed. by Michael Selzer, Macmillan. 'The Rejection of Jewish Normalcy' 
anthology of non-marxist philosophical and religious thoughts on the subject. 

The Non-Jewish Jew, MR Press, An interesting perspective on Jewish identity and history 
by-the Socialistlhistorian Issac Deutscher, who incidentally came fron· a Hasidic Back
ground. 
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"' Zionism and its scarecrows 
Moshe Machover and Ma,tio Offenberg 

More than ten years have passed since the beginning of the occupatiQn 
of the areas conquered by Israel in the June War of 1967. The 
Palestinian liberation movement has become a factor that can no 
longer be disregarded in any discussion on the perspectives .of the 
Palestinian question and the Middle East conflict. The relative vic
tories of the Arab armies over Israel in the October War of 1973, the 
economic and ideological fragility of the Israeli state and finally the 
new attitude of the US and the West European states towards the 
Arab states - along with the resulting inevitable readjustment of the 
nuances regarding the question of Israel-Arab confrontation - these 
things reveal all too clearly the political weakening of Israel's position 
both at home and abroad. Viewed internationally, the isolation of 
Israel occurred not only in the countries of the Third World and 
Eastern Europe but to a certain extent also in the West. 

While the bourgeois mass media in the West express 'solidarity' and 
'anxiety' for 'threatened' Israel but also for the first time 
report ::. cautiously and distortedly - on the Palestinians' struggle 
for national self-determination, the Western left assesses the Middle 
East conflict in terms of its anti-imperialist policy. The left attributes 
the causes of the Middle East conflict to the fact that zionism - a 
reaCtionary, colonising movement associated with imperial
ism - realised its intention of creating the zionist state of Israel at the 
expense of another people. After its establishment, Israel assumed 
the role of 'watch-dog' for imperialist interests in the Arab East. 

However, it is clear" that zionism and its propagandists abioad, 
using both 'historically based' accounts and appeals to the emotions, 
do their utmost to prevent and reverse the discrediting of ziortist policy 
and positions. These propagandists no longer project the traditional 
image of the 'brave little pioneer who is 150 per cent right', nor do 
they come out openly with crude, arrogant nationalism in support of 
Greater-Israel and the expulsion of the Arabs. It's all handled more 
subtly and modestly today - and for a good reason: whenever the 
ziortist nature of the Israeli state is seriously challenged -whether by 
actual political and military developments, or by ideas calling for a 
multinational Palestine or a supra-national socialist urtion of the 
whole region, the pro-zionist side tries to present the Palestine conflict 
in terms of a 'tragic confrontation between two equaJly justified 
national aspirations' which can be settled on the basis of freezing the 
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Zionism and its scarecrows 

zionist acquisitions of 1949 (with 'corrections'). 
This article aims to show how the objective and subjective hench

men of zionism in the West, in their attempt to fluster the critics of 
zionism, present 'leftist'-tinged arguments in support of the Israeli 
state, but especially directed against its Jewish opponents of the anti
zionist socialist movement inside Israel. 

Some time ago the West German magazine links published in 
serialised form the paper The Class Nature of Israeli Society, which 
was written in 1970 by Haim Hanegbi, Moshe Machover and Akiva 
Orr, members of the Israeli Socialist0rganlsationMatzpen 1

• A reader 
of links, Alfred Moos, in a critique, objected both to the Matzpen 
article and the anti-zionist position in general. 2 

We consider Alfred Moos's article typical of the arguments of the 
so-called 'left-wing' zionists. Therefore, besides dealing with the 
central points of the argument in his article, we also want to try to use 
this example to explain the positipn of 'left-wing' zionists generally, to 
criticise it and to show how this position is very similar to that of the 
official zionist propaganda, despite all the nuances. 

Firstly, however, a preliminary remark: The attack on the Matzpen 
article takes advantage of the fact that it does not contain a historical 
analysis of zionism; neither as to the relation of zionism to the Jewish 
question in Europe, nor as to the relation of the zionist enterprise to 
the majority of the indigenous population of Palestine (the Palestinian 
Arab people) and to the various imperialist powers which have 
dominated the region since the beginning of the zionist c'lllonisation to 
this day. · · 

The reason why there is no such historical analysis hi that article is 
simple: the article did not intend to present a comprehe~sive,historical 
reckonin~ with zionism but more particularly to point ou( the basic 
structure oflsraeli class society today.' 

Zionism and Anti~semitisril 

It is indicative that 'left-wing zionists' always start their attacks on · 
Israeli anti-zionists with the remark that the Jewish immigrants tq 
Palestine - who p-rovided the human raw material for the zionist, 
enterprise - 'fled all too frequently from physical extermination and 
from antisemitic humiliation and the loss of their means of livelihood 
at the very least'. The threat the propagandists of zionism like so 
much to use is concealed behind this introduction: whoever denounces 
zionism, whoever rejects the Israeli state, whoever puts up a fight 
against the zionist nature of Israel and zionist policy - is an ally of 
antisemitism. 

The threat is expressed even more bluntly: for example, that the 
present struggle against zionism 'is decorated with crumbs from the 
national-socialist kitchen.' Still more: 'Sometimes one almost has the 
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impression that zionists are the newly costumed "Elders of Zion" for 
many leftists.' Words of warning and threats· are also aimed directly at 
anti-zionist Israelis: 'Young Israelis, who are calling upon people to 
participate in the struggle against zionism, shouldn't forget that their 
parents or grandparents in most cases were perseccited people for 
whom Palestine/Israel was the only refuge and that they would hardly 
have the right today to close Israel's borders if sometime in the future 
Jews should be forced to flee to Israel in the face of antisemitic 
per~ecution. The old Jewish self-hatred sometimes gives rise to queer 
practices.' 

Such libellous statements are nothing new. They were already dir
ected against the Jewish communists in Russia who denounced zion
ism at the second World Congress of the Communist International: 

'We are concerned with the zionists in Palestine, who, under the 
pretext of founding an independent Jewish state, oppress the working 
population and force the Arabs living in Palestine under the yoke of 
the English, whereas the Jews are only a minority there. This match
less lie must be stamped out and indeed most vigorously, as the 
zionists are working in every country, approaching all the backward 
Jewish working masses and trying to create groups of workers with 
zionist tendencies (Poalei Zion), who have recently been .endeavour
ing to adopt a communist phraseology. ( ... ) The Communist In
ternational must oppose this movement most vehemently'. • One of the 
most well-known representatives of zionism made no secret of his 
opinion of the anti-zionist communists: 'These psychopaths and 
sadists, full of hatred for everything Jewish, shall rot in their own 
depravity and hideousness and suffocate in their own filth.' 5 The way 
the zionists treat their (Jewish) critics, who oppose them on the basis 
of the principles of internationalism, has not changed. The co-founder 
of the pre-communist group in Palestine was labelled a 'traitor' and 
'enemy of the Jewish people' in I 920,' because he dared to say abroad 
that the expulsion of the Arab fellahin by the zionist movement was a 
challenge for the entire Arab world to make a stand against the Jews 
of Palestine. 7 Even the 'doves' of zionism show no mercy; for them, 
the anti-zionists from the 'Holy Land' are suffering from a 
'pathological feeling of enmity towards the Jewish national creation', 
as they are propagating the 'belief in inciting a war of genocide against 
the Jewish community of the country'. 8 

Israeli revolutionary socialists have been accustomed to the 
reproach of'self-hatred' all along and have been well armed against it. 
However, from their own experience they know that the defamatory 
scarecrow of equating anti-zionism with anti-semitism still succeeds 
in intimidating a considerable part of the left (not to mention the 
democratic non-leftists) outside Israel. It is therefore essential that the 
left in Western Europe also learn to see through this false and 
defamatory equation and to recognise it as a propagandist scarecrow 
on the part of zionist policy. 

"' ,..; 
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There is no doubt that the modern zionist movement arose as a 
reaction to anti-semitism and the plight of the Jews in Eastern and 
Central Europe at the end 1of the nineteenth century and the beginning 
of this century. But it is not enough merely to point out that zionism 
constitutes a reaction to anti-semitism; we must determine what kind 
of reaction it is. In principle there can be two opposing attitudes 
towards anti-semitism as towards other similar phenomena of 
discrimination and oppression for racial, ethnic,·religious and similar 
reasons. 

The first attitude is common not only to socialists but also to all 
those who have a progressive outlook (radical liberals,. radical 
democrats etc). The way they see things, discrimination and op
pression of minorities do not originate in human nature but are rather 
the result of certain conditions - namely, social, eco11omic and 
political conditions, which are historical and consequently 
changeable. 

According to this view, only the struggle to change the prevailing 
social, economic and political conditions is the politically correct 
reaction to anti-semitism and other similar phenomena, this change 
being an organic component part of the general struggle for 'a better 
world'. Of course the various progressive tendencies (revolutionary 
socialists, social reformists, radicals) considerably differ from one 
another goth in their conceptions of the new world they are striving 
for...aruLa~so in the means necessary to wage the struggle. All, however, 
share-one common assumption: the struggle against the roots of anti
semitism and similar phenomena is not futile and (as a part of the 
general struggle for a better society) is the only correct political 
answer. 

On the other hand, in the case of those who hold reactionary and 
.racist views, we generally find an opposing attitude: the antagonism 
and conflict between the majority of a population and racial, ethnic 
and religiouS minorities are rooted in 'human nature' itself; a struggle 
against anti-semitism (or against similar phenomena) is pointless 
because anti-semitism is a necessary, normal, indeed even healthy 
phenomenon. The only way to solve the problem once and for all is to 
de§ troy its alleged roots: it is imperative to change the situation where 
Jews live as a minority among non-Jews. It will not be difficult for the 
reader to see that this second attitude is the one characteristic of anti
semites. However, the truth is that this attitude constitutes the fun
damental premise .and the point of departure for both anti-semitism 
and zionism. The only difference is that zionism appeals to the Jews to 
leave the 'non-Jewish' peoples of their own free will, whereas anti
semitism simply demands that they be thrown out. · 

One can show that many anti-semites are aware of the elements that 
anti-semitism and zionism have in common. For example, the British 
colonel, R. Meinertzhagen (who was political officer on the staff of 
the conqueror of Palestine in the first world war, General Allenby) 
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confides to us: 'My inclination towards Jews in general is governed by 
an anti-semitic instinct which is invariably modified by personal 
contact. My views on zionism are those of an ardent zionist'.' 

To the anti-semite's friendly wave the zionist responds with an 
elegant bow. In his diary, the founder of zionism; Theodor Herzl, tells 
how. he was influenced by the Dreyfuss trial, on which he, Herzl, 
reported for an anti-semitic Vienna newspaper: 

'In Paris ( ... ) I achieved a freer attitude towards anti-semitism, 
which I now began to understand historically and to pardon. Above 
all, I recognised the emptiness and futility of trying to "combat" anti
sen:titism.' 10 

The ideology of zionism, as conceived by its founder, Theodor 
Herzl, is based on earlier studies done by other 'race theoreticians'. 
For one of them, anti-semitism is subject to a biological law: 
'Jew baiting is a kind of demonopathy with a difference: it is not a 
quality of a particular race but common to all mankind : . . Like a 
psychic affliction, it is hereditary, and as a disease has been incurable 
for two thousand years.' 

Another 'theoretician in things Jewish' says: 'Jewish noses can't be 
re-shaped and black, curly Jewish hair can't be changed into blond 
hair or combed straight by christening. The Jewish raee is a basic one 
and reproduces itself in its integrity despite climatic influences. The 
Jewish type has itself always remained the same throughout the 
course of the centuries. ( ... ) It'sno use Jews and Jewesses deJ;~ying 
their origin by being christened and disappearing into the great sea of 
Indogermanic and Mongol tribes. The Jewish type cannot be ex
terminated.' Although these statements could well have come from 
the Alfred Rosenberg Nazi school, we. must name the actual authors: 
the first is the zionist thinker Leo Pinsker, the second is Moses Hess." 

It is not difficult to cite many further quotations from zionist 
sources, from the beginnings of zionism to the present day, which 
show the common theoretical point of departure of zionism and anti
semitism. We shall spare the reader these quotes and make do with the 
analysis of a young contemporary Israeli historian, Yigal Elam: 

'Zionism assumed anti-semitism .to be a nfjtural state of affairs as 
far as the attitude of the world towards the Jews was concerned. 
( ... ) zionism did not consider anti-semitism an abnormal, absurd, 
perverse or marginal phenomenon. Zionism considered anti-semitism 
a fact of nature, a standard constant, the norm in the relationship of 
the non-Jews to the presence of Jews in their midst ( ... ), zionism 
considered anti-semitism a normal, almost rational reaction of the 
gentiles to the abnormal, absurd and perverse situation of the Jewish 
people in the Diaspora.' " 

Revealing and illuminating is the almost apologetic understanding a 
prominent zionist leader shows for Nazism in 1934: 

'(The Jews) have been drawn out of the last secret recesses of 
christening and mixed marriages. We· are not unhappy about it. In 
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their being forced to declare themselves, to show .real determined 
courage, to stand by their community, we see at the same time the 
fulfilment of our desires. ( ... ) The theory of assimilation has 
collapsed. We are no longer hidden in secret recesses. We want to 
replace assimilation by something new: the declaration of belonging to 
the Jewish nation and the Jewish race. A state, built according to the 
principle of purity of the nation and race (ie the Third Reich - editor's 
note), can only be honoured and respected by a Jew who declares his 
belonging to his own kind.' 13 

The far-reaching harmony between zionism. arid anti-semitism, 
caused by the common ideological point of departure, goes even 
further than could be assumed . . . 

The introduction to the infamous racist Nuremberg Laws of 15 
September 1935 says among other things: 'If the Jews had a state of 
their own in which the bulk of their people were at home, the Jewish 
question could already be considered solved today, even for the Jews 
themselves. The ardent zionists of all people have objected least of all 
to the basic ideas of the Nuremberg Laws, because they know that 
these laws are the only correct solution for the Jewish people too 
( ... ).'" 

Such implicit harmony between zionism and anti-semitism must 
have been a dreadful blow for those Jews and non-Jews who saw the 
solution of the issue in waging a political struggle to 'demo~ratise' 
their societies . .Isaac Deutscher reports that in Eastern Europe, and 
especially in Poland, the Yiddish-speaking workers who considered 
themselves Jews without reservation were the most resolute enemies of 
zionism. They were determined opponents of emigration to Palestine. 
These anti-zionists thought the idea of an evacuation, an exodus from 
the countries they called home, where their ancestors had lived for 
centuries, amounted to abdicating their rights, yielding to hostile 
pressure, betraying their struggle and surrendering to anti-semitism. 
For them, zionism seemed to be the triumph of anti-semitism, 
legitimising and validating the old cry 'Jews out'. The zionists ac
cepted it, they wanted 'out' . 15 

Zionism was indeed a reac;tion to anti-semitism; the basic assum
tion, however, on which zionist ideology is based agrees with that of 
ant<'Sffllitism. 

Zionism and the rights of the Jews 

From what has been explained above, it becomes clear why zionism 
was so often indifferent to the struggle against anti-semitism imd.for 
equality for the Jews; as it disputes from the very outset the possibility 
and usefulness of a struggle against anti-semitism. The situation of 
Jews living outside Palestine interest zionism only in so far as they are 
moved by their situation to emigrate to Palestine or at least to support 
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zionism. This is expressed by the Israeli historian Y. Elam, whom we 
have already quoted above, as follows: 'From the very first moment it 
(zionism) gave up all considerations connected with the situation of 
the Jewish people in the Diaspora, except in so far as they contributed 
to the zionist enterprise.' And so it came about that in the years after 
the Nazi takeover in Germany, 'when the demonstrations and protest 
actions against the Nazi regime of terror reached their climax, the 
voice of zionism was not to be heard.' 16 

The zionists in their entirety rejected the continued existence of the 
'Diaspora'. According to this view, the life pf Jews outside 
Palestine/Israel is reprehensible, whereas only emigration to 
Palestine, the active participation in the zionist enterprise, is con
sidered desirable. Regarding the attitude of zionists towards the Jews 
living in the Diaspora, the Israeli professor of history and zionist 
functionary of many years standing, Arieh Tartakower, says: 'They 
(the majority within zionism) cpnsidered every attempt to protect 
Jewish rights in the Diaspora to be a complete waste of energy.' 17 

Even if zionism's contempt for the Diaspora was an apparent con
tradictipn - for 8\0lfish reasons zionism could not be indifferent to 
what became oft~ reservoir of immigrants - it seems that the. zionists 
(like Herzl originally)- considered anti-semitic intrigues, whicll·might 
drive the Jews to Palestine, to be mor.elmportant, up to a certain 
point, than the struggle against anti-semitism. Without doubt, this 
way of reasoning implies to a degree an element of discipline, but also 
self-justification and most certainly a deep contempt for humanity, 
and infinite hypocrisy. 

Before and during the second world war, individual zionists like 
Nahum Goldmann and Yitzhak Grienbaum, demanded participation 
in the struggle for the rights of the Jews. However, all trends and all 
important leaders of zionism refused this demand. In 1935 the board 
of the Jewish Agency, the institution which ran zionist l).ctivities in 
Palestine, appointed a special commission to look into the problems 
of the Jews in Germany. So it came about that during the board 
meeting of theJewish Agency on 31 December 1935, David Ben
Gurii:m, in answer to the demand of Y. Grienbaum that the zionist 
movement should take part in the struggle for the rights of the Jews in 
Germany, stated that 'Even according to Grienbaum, the job of the 
commission appointed by the board was not to deal with the rights of 
the Jews. in Germany. This commission's job was to discuss the 
question of the Jews in Germany only from the aspect of their im
migration to Palestine; and its report is not at all inconsistent with any 
measures. which might be taken in support of the rights of the Jews in 
Germany. The commission's job was to discus$ the zionist aspect of 
the question and not to deliberate on measures to be taken in support 
of the rights of the Jews in the Diaspora.'" 

Even if we accept the idea ihat the report of this commission was 
'not inconsistent' with the struggle for the rights of the German Jews 
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(and this is by no means sure!), the fact still remains that the com
mission was by no means willing to pay any attention to this struggle. 
Indeed, it was the main job of this commission to organise the famous 
'transfer' deal, the trade contract between the zionist movement and 
the Hitler government, according to which the money and property of 
German Jews were transferred to Palestine in the form of German 
goods, thus breaking an anti-Nazi economic boycott organised by 
anti-fascist forces. Here too (as Y. Elam rightly points out) it was 'not 
the attempt to save Jewish property in the Diaspora which was behind 
the deal, but the attempt to increase the economic strength of the 
Jewish ''Yishuv'' inPalestine.' 19 

This indifference on the part of zionism towards the'!;truggle for the 
rights of the Jews has existed all along. It continues even tod.ay, for 
example, in the case of the Soviet Jews. It must be pointed out that the 
vociferous campaign of the zionist movement ill this matter does not 
aim to help the Jews in the Soviet Union as such but is only directed at 
securing one single privilege - namely, the right to emigrate to Israel. 
The struggle for the rights of the Jews which, like any other struggle to 
secure equal rights for a national or ethnic minority, deserves· the 
support of every progressive person, is hardly of interest to zionism. 
Moreover, as we shall see later, it is certain that if, for whatever 
reason, there is a decline in the propensity of Soviet Jews to emigrate, 
this will cause many zionist leaders· disappointment and regret. This 
has become especially evident since 1967. 

Every attempt to present the 'Jewish problem' in the Soviet Union 
in an ahistorical 'eternal dimension' - which is typical of idealism 
generally and zionism in particular -is from the ou(Set manipulatory 
and misleading, and mainly based on exploiting the emotions and the 
ignorance of the observer. The' Jewish problem' in the Soviet Union is 
one of the national problems there - not the only one, not even the 
most important one; it does not exist '.autonomously' (according to 
the false slogan: 'even socialism can't solve the problem of the 
Jews .. :'), .separately or independenJly of the other inner social 
processes of the Soviet Union .. 

It would definitely be very presumptions to attribute the Soviet 
Jews' willingness to emigrate only to their desire to gratify Jewish 
religious and cultural needs to a greater extent than is possible in the 
Soviet Union, or to their wish to strengthen zionism politically, 
economically and militarily in Israel. For some of them that may be 
true. For many, however, the. simple wish to live outside the Soviet 
Union is the main drive. Over half of the Jews allowed out of the 
Soviet Union, ostensibly as going to Israel, never arrive there. They 
'drop out' during the stopover in Vienna or Rome and that's the end 
of their 'journey to Jerusalem'. 20 The Russian zionist activist, Dr 
Viktor Polski, who left Moscow in 1974 and emigrated to Israel, 
laments: 'Should exit conditions be .relaxed and fewer refusals be 
issued by the Soviet government, I have no doubt that the emigration 
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flow will increase considerably. However, I greatly fear that the flow 
of those arriving in Israel will n()t increase proportionately. If the 
Soviet Jews' image of Israel and the actual conditions behind it don't 
change, the proportion of those who drop out in transit will be greater 
than those arrjving in Israel.' 2 t 

Many of the Soviet Jewish emigrants have fallen victim to Israeli 
propaganda,. which by radio and much more subtle and seemingly 
'unofficial' means, penetrates into the interior of the Soviet Union. 
Recently the situation. has begun to change: relations and friends 
already emigrated. report in detail on the rude awakening they have 
undergone in the zionist state. Instead of a completely harmonious, 
affluent society without any friction, they found a class society in 
w!>ich they are el{posed to the saine exploitation, unemployment, 
inflation, bureaucracy, alienation which make up the day-to-day life 
of the rest of the working population of Israel - in spite of the great 
financial benefits they enjoy as privileged immigrants. In addition, 
there is the constant deadly peril of confrontation with the 
Palestinians and neighbouring Arab states. In 1974 half as many Jews 
emigrated from the Soviet Union to Israel as in the previous years 
1973 and 1972 respectively. 22 

With the worsening of the economic crisis in Israel and increasing 
inflation and unemployment rates, the resentment of the Israeli 
population at the Soviet Jews, with their special prerogatives as. 
regards housing and jobs and their special tax reductions, is becoming 
more marked. Any member of the working population can easily 
realise that the national income cake, in any case inadequate, and the 
capital collected abroad by the zionist organisation are being 
distributed most unfairly. 

In the past grievances were voiced quietly and confidentially about 
the preferential treatment of the immigrants; but they were 'needed'. 
Today, however, many in Israel express their annoyance openly. The 
Jews and more specifically the Jewish underprivileged social strata, 
like the Orientals, sections of the youth and the working class, are 
venting their protests more blatantly and explicitly against im
migration at their own expense. For the most part .they are reacting 
quite spontaneously, generally without realisng that thereby they are 
already assailing one of the basic principles of zionism. 'Ingathering' 
of the Jews in Palestine/Israel, demographically outnumbering the 
Arabs, feeding the insatiable -,and in the long run, inadequate -
Israeli military machine with human raw material for its fight to the 
bitter end: this is zionism, among other things. All immigration to 
Israel is - today as in the past - motivated, controlled and run by 
zionism. The objective contradiction between zionist immigration and 
the interests of the working population of Israel cannot be solved. It is 
an additional source of internal Israeli class conflicts." 

But what becomes of the Soviet Jewish 'drop-outs'? The Israeli 
journalist, Abraham Tirosh, reports on Jewish emigrants from the 
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Soviet Union, who either arrived in Israel and then left the country, or 
who managed to 'beat it' in Vienna, in transit from Moscow to Tel
Aviv, despite constant Israeli surveillance. 24 These Jews, who are in a 
terrible predicament and urgently need help, are as a rule turned away 
by the zionist 'Jewish Agency' which has offices in all important cities 
in Western Europe. The European office of the only allegedly in
dependent Jewish refugee organisation, the HIAS, is in Rome. Tirosh 
continues: Penniless and disoriented, these Jewish refugees trudge to 
Vienna and Rome. 'The HIAS organisation refuses to take care of the 
Soviet emigrants who arrive at their offices in. Vienna, Rome or in 
Israel, unless they have received the confirmation and permission of 
the Jewish Agency, which looks into each case thoroughly. The acting 
director of the immigration department of the Jewish Agency, Yehuda 
Dominitz, and leading circles of the HIAS have strongly denied recent 
news, according to which, contravening the agreement, HIAS has 
begun to handle Soviet emigrants from Israel to Europe and the 
USA.' 

The issue of the Soviet Jews can be summed up as follows: The 
zionist movement is not struggling for the recognition of the right of 
every person to be able to emigrate from one country to another - in 
itself a progressive demand which every socialist should support- but 
it demands this right as a special privilege only for Jews, and then only 
on condition that they immigrate to Israel and to no other country. 

The basis of the zionist campaign on Soviet Jews is not the general 
idea of universal human rights but the zionist thesis according to 
which every Jew everywhere in the world has a special right to 
Palestine. And in the same breath, zionism denies the political and 
national rights of the Arabs of Palestine to their homeland. 

Indeed, this same zionist government and this same zionist view 
demand the automatic right of a Jew born in.Moscow to emigrate 
frotn the Soviet Union to Israel and automatically grant him Israeli 
citizenship. At the same time, the same view and the same government 
deny the right of an Arab born in Haifa, who today for example is 
living in the Gaza Strip or in a camp· on the outskirts of Beirut, to 
return to his home town and to receive his civil rights there. Human 
rights in general and even the rights of the Jews as a whole interest 
zionism only in as far as they help to promote Jewish immigration to 
Israel. 

'Cruel zionism' 

We have already mentioned the transfer, that moraliy dubious 
business deal between the zionist movement and the Hitler govern
ment. When this deal was criticised - at the time progressive forces 
were calling for an economic boycott of the Third Reich - Moshe 
Shertok (later known as M. Sharett, a well-known zionist leader and 
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Israel's first foreign minister) answered as follows: 'Here there is a 
conflict between the Diaspora and Eretz-lsrael (ie the zionist en
terprise in Palestine- editor's note) ... It is zionism's lot to have to 
be cruel to the Diaspora at times, when the development of the 
country demands it.' 25 

This cruelty of zionism towards the Jews of the world is sometimes 
especially cynical. It often happens that people who belong to an 
oppressed group but who nevertheless do not want to or cannot 
participate in the struggle against the cause of their oppression and 
p(efer an individual solution - emigration to another country. 
Socialists do not propose to rob them of this possibility; on the 
contrary, they insist on the right of every individual to emigrate freely. 
They object most strongly however to emigration being presented as a 
collective political solution, as a substitute for the struggle against 
oppression. It must be mentioned atthis point that in the 1920s, 1930s 
and also later, many of the East European Jews did in fact choose this 
individual solution of emigration. Many millions .emigrated from 
countries where they had suffered great hardship, to the US and other 
countries, and thus found a satisfactory solution to their problem 
themselves. Zionist emigration to Palestine was negligible in com
parison with the flow of Jewish non-zionist emigration to other 
countries. The difference however lay in the fact that zionist 
propaganda was directed at the more active and also more conscious 
elements, who were looking for a political and not simply an in
dividual solution; and it offered them the wrong political solution. 
Moreover, it tried stubbornly to prevent these Jews from joining in the 
revolutionary struggle in their own countries - this was to a certain 
extent both the requirement and aim of the zionist campaign. 

There are also exceptional situations in which there is no possibility 
of a struggle on the part of the oppressed minority at all, and this 
minority is particularly exposed to great danger. In such cases the only 
humane solution is the prompt organisation of emigration for those in· 
immediate danger to any countries ready to grant them asylum. (A 
fairly recent example is that of people of Indian origin in Uganda in 
1972.) Such was the situation of the Jews in Germany and other 
European countries at the end of the 1930s. It was clear that to sav.e 
the Jews from the danger of extermination, it was necessary to enable 
them to emigrate to any safe place. 

At this historical moment truly cruel zionism (without inverted 
commas) .showed its absolutely cynical attitude towards the problem 
of saving the Jews. The leaders of zionism reacted with indifference 
and even hostility tOW'!rds the emigration of Jews from the en
dangered .countries to places other than Palestine. Zionism clearly 
showed that in principle it is not interested in saving the Jews them
selves, but only in saving them by emigration to Palestine. The leader 
of the Zionist movement, Chaim Weizman, said: 'Zionism is eternal 
life and, compared with that, saving thousands of Jews is merely 
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extending their lives on borrowed time.' 26 

David Ben-Gurion's letter of 17 December 1938 to his colleagues of 
'the Zionist Executives is particularly shocking. In reaction to attempts 
by the Western powers - under pressure of public opinion - to find 
various expedients for the problem of the Jews in· Germany, Ben
Gurion writes: 'The Jewish problem now is not what it used to be. 
What is now happening to the Jews in Germany is not the end but the 
beginning. Other anti-semitic states will learn from Hitler's 
deed ... Millions of Jews are now faced with physical extermination. 
The refugee problem has now become an urgent worid-wide issue and 
England, assisted by anti-zionist Jews, is trying to separate the refugee 
P{oblem from the Palestine problell). The- frightful extent of the 
refugee problem requires a speedy territorial solution and if Paiestine 
won't absorb any Jews, one would have to look for another territory. 
Zionism is endangered. All other territorial experiments, which are 
doomed to failure, will require huge amounts of capital, and if the 
Jews are faced with a choice between the refugee problem and 
rescuing Jews from concentp.tion camps on the one hand, and aid for 
the national museum in Palestine on the other, the Jewish sense of pity 
will prevail and our peoJile's entire strength will be directed at aid for 
the refugees in the various countries. Zionism will vanish from the 
agenda and indeed not only from world public opinion in England and 
America but also from Jewish public opinion. We are risking 
zionism's very existence if we allow the refugee- problem to .be 
separated from the Palestine problem.' 27 

It is not just, that zionism and saving Jews in danger of ex
termination are not one and the same thing; at a critical historical 
moment, zionism took a stand against saving the Jews. Here;: we must 
add something: it is true that those Jews who before the second world 
war had participated in the zionist emigration. from Central and 
Eastern Europe thereby escaped annihilation by fascism. The attempt, 
however, to use this as a 'socialist' justification of. zionism is nothing 
but demagogy and moral blackmail. 

F'irstly, many more Jews managed to save themselves without 
zionism, irtdeed contrary to zionisffi, either by emigrating to America 
or by fleeing to the ,interior of the Soviet Union. Secondly, the 
deliverance of the Jews in Palestine was due to the fact that the 
German army in Africa under Rommel only got as far as El-Alamein, 
and did not conquer Palestine. Palestine was .also on the planned route 
of the fascist conquerors. If Rommel's army had conquered Palestine 
and had got as far as Syria, the fate of the Jews in Palestine would 
undoubtedly have been the same as their brothers' in Poland. No 
'magical mystical' power of zionism's would have protected the Jews 
of the zionist community from the Nazis then. 

Only few zionists were ready to recognise the untenability of the 
zionist axiom, according to which Jews could 'get out of' world history 
through zionism so that they would then be outside the fascism-anti-
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fascism process. This is what the zionist leader Yaakov Zrubavel said 
in January 1945 in the Congress of the 'World Organisation ofPoalei 
Zion'. and therebY gave rise t() violent disagreement: 'Is it admissible 
to build. everything on this catastrophe? (the annihi\ation of the 
European Jew,s"- editor's note) And isn't it pure chance that wehave 
survived in Palestine? Wasn't Hitler at the gates of the country? 
What would have been our situation and fate here then? Large 
sections of the population here and certainly those present here could 
hav~ defended themselves, just as the Jews in Warsaw defended 
themselves. Hitler didn't only plan to annihilate the Diaspora but 
Jewry, all Jews everrwhere. We have saved ourselves by pure 
chance.' 2

' 

Those who consider the extermination of the Jews by German 
fascism to be a 'refutation' of the marxist view of the Jewish problem 
and its solution by social struggle and social change, and who invoke 
this as proof of the 'necessity' of zionism, should be answered in the 
words of Isaac Deutscher: 

'To my mind the tragic events of the Nazi era neither invalidate the 
classical marxist analysis of the Jewish question nor call for its 
revision ... Classical marxism reckoned with a healthier artd more 
normal development of our civilisation in general, with a timely 
transformation of the capitalist into a socialist society. It did not 
reckon with the persistent survival of capitalism and its degenerative 
effects on our civilisation at large. Nevertheless Marx, Engels, Rosa 
Luxemburg and Trotsky repeatedly said that mankind was confronted 
with the alternative of either international socialism or bar
barism- tertium non datur ... European Jewry has paid the price 
for the survival of capitalism, for. the success of capitalism in 
defending itself aginst a socialist revolution. This fact surely does not 
call for a revision of the classical marxists analysis - it rather confirms 
it.' 29 

Indeed there was no essential connection between the deliverance of 
ihe Jews in the second world war and zionism. What brought about 
the deliverance of the Jews in Palestine was the fact that Hitler's war 
machine had been brought to a halt. The Jews were saved wlierever 
nazism could not reach. The historical conclusion to be drawn from 
this is that only the worldwide struggle against fascism and reaction is 
an effective answer to anti-semitism. This conclusion is exactly op
posed to the one drawn by the so-called 'left-wing' zionists. 

Zionist propagandists often point out that the emigrants to 
Palestine/Israel from Eastern and Western Europe 'and recently from 
the Arab countries' came because of anti-semitism and lack of a 
means of livelihood: 'Zionist ideology played in most cases no role at 
all or at the most a secondary one ... These people did not need any 
pressure or zionist propaganda to decide to emigrate to Palestine.'" 

The answer to that is: first, no one is trying to deny t_hat zionism 
used countless thousands of people as human raw material for its own 
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enterprise, people looking for an escape from destitution and op
pression, - many of them were not particularly enthusiastic zionists to 
begin with. On the other hand, however, the assertion that zionism did 

·not have to exert ally particular pressure on these. people to get them to 
emigrate to Palestine/Israel is very far from the truth. Let us recall as 
an example the emigration of the Jews from Iraq at the beginning of 
the 1950s. A brief outline of the affair: in 1950 the zionist movement 
concluded a secret deal with the reactionary government of Iraq, 
according to which the emigration of the Jews of that country to Israel 
was to be encouraged. The Iraqi government concluded this deal 
among other things because it had a financial interest in it: the 
property of emigrant Jews was to be confiscated and handed over to 
the government. Both the zionists and the Iraqi government were 
completely satisfied with this arrangement. The only problem was that 
the Iraqi Jews themselves did not want to play along. The way they 
saw things, they had absolutely no reason to emigrate from Iraq to 
Israel. Their relations with the Islamic and Christian sectioHS-<>f the 
Iraqi population were in general quite good. 

Then something strange happened: bombs exploded in ·various 
Jewish establishments and meeting places. Some Jews were killed by 
the bombs. As a result; the Iraqi jews panicked and within a short 
time most of them applied to emigrate to Israel. Some time later it 
turned out that those who had planted the bombs were without any 
doubt agents of the zionist movement who were following their 
movement's instructions. So the leaders of cruel zionism had decided 
that wherever there is not enough anti-semitism, it must be in
tentionally created or simulated in order to frighten the Jews and 
motivate them to implement the zionist solution. All the details of this 
affair, based on the statements of Iraqi Jews and some of the 'heroes', 
the names of the bomb-planters, were publis)led only fifteen years 
later in Israel. Many Jews from Iraq living in Israel today, when asked 
who planted the bombs admit in private conversations: 
'Hatnu'ah' -'the Movement', which in Hebrew usage means the 
zionist movement. This is not the only affair of this kind. In this case 
hoWever many of the_details became known. 31 

The Problem of Land and Expulsion 

We have seen that zionism is not quite the same as the deliverance of 
Jews from danger and anti-semitism. Moreover, thdmportant thing 
about zionism is not that it wants to solve the problem of the Jews by 
emigration generally. The important thing is zionism's insistence that 
Jewish emigration be directed exclt1sively at a systematic colonisation 
of Palestine with the aim of establishing an exclusivist Jewish nation
state. The character traits of the 'zionist enterprise' in Palestine are 
the inevitable result of this aim. 'Left-wing' zionists often explain that 
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'the land they immigrated into was already populated by Arabs - that 
is the tragedy of the Jewish immigration to Palestine, which doubt
lessly is frequently unrecognised or suppressed; but then, who can 
expect an ethnic group - whatever it is and whenever it was - to be 
prepared to commit collective suicide, when there is the possibility of 
migrating, even if the country in question is already populated by 
other people.' 32 

There was nothing tragic about the fact that the US was already 
populated, for those Jews who chose to escape danger and persecution 
my migrating privately to the US - and there were many many more 
of them than those who chose the zionist solution. It did not even 
enter their minds that in order to escape 'collective suicide' they 
should expel the non-Jews from the US. The 'tragedy' only began 
when the zionist settlers aimed not only to settle in Palestine but to 
change it from an Arab country into an exclusivist Jewish nation
state. We put the word tragedy in inverted commas because the 'left
wing' apologists of .zionism use it to give the impression that it was a 
matter of some cruel play of blind fate, not the result of intentional 
and planned actions on the part of the leaders of the zionist colonisers. 
Chaim Weizman, the president of the Zionist Organisation, .ex
plained the zionists' aim before the Paris Peace Congress in March 
1919 as follows: . 

'With the establishment of a Jewish national home we intend to 
create such conditions in Palestine as make it possible for us to 
transport 50,000 to 60,000 Jews yearly, to develop our language, 
establish our schools, universities and other national institutions and 
to continue to work in this direction until Palestine is finally just as 
Jewish as America is American ·and England is English.'" And what 
was to become of the existing population of Palestine, which was 
predominantly Arab? Some prominent zionists are much more honest 
here than many of their apologists; Menachem Ussischkin, member of 
the Zionist Executive, reports on the zionist solution planned for what 
was called in the zionist vernacular, the 'Arab question': 

'We are condemned to remain a small island in the Arabian ocean 
for ever; but that does not mean that we should allow ourselves to be 
humiliated or subjugated. We have to keep silent and go to Palestine. 
Hard times are ahead. But if we go to Palestine ten by ten, hundred by 
hundred, thousand by. thousand, hundreds of thousands, the Arab 
question is solved. 'H 

The 'Arab question' was· 'solved' satisfactorily for zionism: the 
Arab people of Palestine were made foreigners in their own country. 
'Ti"agedy'?. .. . .· ,- · . _.- ' 

The territorial expansion of zionism which ,can be traced exactly 
from the.already famous m~ps o(Israel{l,~47, 1949, 1967, 1973) is no 
c·oinciderice, no historical mishap. Itarose from the global matter-of
factness of the zionist movement which on the one hand lzys exclusive 
zionist claim to the whole of Palestine - ilaturi!lly, only for 
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Jews - while on the other hand it believes it can counter the objective 
incompatibility of the zionist entity with its Arab environment by 
means of the military, strategic and demographic advantages gained 
by expanding its borders. The annexation Of Arab territories under 
zionist rule has both history and method. In 1918 the population of 
Palestine was made up of599,000Arabs and 67,000 Jews, who owned 
two million hectares and 65,000 hectares of land respectively. In 1970 
only 86,000 hectares of Israeli land (ie approximately 4 per cent) were 
still in Arab hands." U ntil1948 zionism had to take over and colonise 
land 'step by step'; but after achieving state sovereignty, it was able to 
take over both the lands and the villages of the Palestinian refugees (in 
Israeli legal terminology 'abandoned property') as well as substantial 
parts of the lands of those Arabs who stayed in Israel, by their 
adntinistrative transformation into 'closed military areas' and their 
consequent confiscation. For example, this was how the' Judaisation' 
of the Galilee was engineered and imposed from the fifties." 

The zionist policy on land left nothing to chance. The fact that it 
was connected with iniquities, expulsions and great suffering for the 
Arabs of Palestine was not a 'mistake' but the logical consequence of 
the ·policy which zionism consciously and systematically pursued. 
Before the terms 'colonisation' and 'colonialism' generally came to be 
regarded throughout the world as dirty words, the zionist movement 
used them to describe its own pursuits in Palestine. It spoke of 
'Kolonizatzia'. The nasty aftertaste of the word later led them to use 
the Hebrew circumlocution for the same concept. At its foundation 
congress in Peiah-Tikva in 1919, Ben-Gurion's party Ahdut Ha'avoda 
(which was to be the leading 'left-wing' party in the zionist moyement 
ever since) pfoclaimed the aim of the 'Zionist Workers' M·ovement in 
Palestine' (sic): 'The transfer of the land of Palestine, its rivers and its 
natural resources to the possession of the entire Jewish people.' 37 A 
definite aim without doubt, but the zionists knew very well that 'our 
country (is) not only small but for the most part in the possession of 
others.' 38 

A complicated and fateful enterprise in the opinion of both its 
supporters and opponents who knew one thing very well: Palestine 
was already populated, its transformation inio a 'Jewish' country 
would have to be at the expense of the indikenous population! The 
zionist economist Alfred Bonne, says: 'The problem of land is one of 
the questions which has become particularly acute and politically 
significant with the expansion of Jewish colonisation in recent years. 
If Palestine had been an unpopulated country or if conditions there 
had been the same as in the colonial territories of Australia, Africa or 
South America which. are hardly populated, the significance of the 
question would not have gone bey0nd the bounds of pure economics. 
But Palestine was a populated country when the Jewish colonisation 
movement began and it was even more densely populated on average 
than the neighbouring countries.'" Ya'akov Meiersohn who has 
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already been quoted says in 1920: 'In Palestine there is no unsettled 
land at all; the land of Palestine is settled, but not intensively 
cultivated. I am stating quite frankly and clearly that up till now not 
one piece of land has been bought in Palestine which had not be.en 
cultivated before by Arabs.' 40 

The Communist Party of Palestine says in this regard: 'The zionist 
movement does not like to buy lands which have to be drained before 
construction can begin. It prefers land which has been worked for 
years by the fellahin ( ... ) First, it is more economical and in the 
public good to build kibbutzim on land that has already been 
cultivated than on uncultivated land; and secondly by doing this one 
fulfills a (zionist) duty: the Arabs, the "goyim", are expelled from the 
"Holy" Land, now "redeemed" by the hands of Jewish workers. Hl 

Today no one can deny that the Zionist Movement of Palestine, 
which was under the leadership of Ben-Gurion from 1920 until the 
mid 1960s, intended anything but to have a Jewish majority as great as 
possible in a territory as big as possible- and for the most part 'free of 
Arabs' ... Ben-Gurion writes: 'First and foremost I am a zionist and 
strive for the concentration of the Jewish people in its own country. 
Only after that do !.see the Arab question arising.' And further: 'If 
the zionist idea has any true content, it is the content of the state. 
Zionism is the desire for a state of the Jews, the yearning for the 
country of Palestine and for the establishment of a government.' Four 
years later, in 1928 he wrote: 'Palestine for the Jewish people and 
Palestine for the Arab people is not one and the same thing ... We 
would be deceiving ourselves if we said that it were one and the 
same ... Palestine is destined for the Jewish people and the Arabs 
who live there.' 42 It must be noted here that Ben-Gurion means all the 
Jews in the world and refers to them as a people, whereas in Palestine 
there was not even an Arab people, just 'the Arabs who live there'. In 
1931 he says: 'I have always only viewed the Arab problem from the 
zionist point of view, ie I wanted to solve the problem of the Jewish 
people in Palestine, concentrate on them in this country in order to 
make them a free people living in their own countrY. There isn't an 
Arab problem in Palestine, only a Jewish one - like everywhere else, 
bytheway.' 43 

. 

The fact that the very vociferous zionist 'workers' movement' 
practises colonialism under the cloak of socialism may be confusing, 
but the facts speak for themselves. For those who could not un
derstand how socialism could be consistent with colonialism, in
ternationalism with nationalism, workers' solidarity with ex
propriation and repression, the 'left-wing' zionists enacted their 
verdict in 1921: 'Whenever we come across a contradiction between 
national and socialist principles, the contradiction should be resolved 
by relinquishing the socialist principle in favour of the national ac
tivity. We shall not accept the contrary attempt to solve the con
tradiction by dispensing with the national interests in favour of the 
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socialist idea.' 44 If one sees through the -'socialist' claims of zionism, 
its contradictory nature and untenability, the zionist movement loses 
one of its most important propagandistic hobby-horses which ha8 
helped it to rope in and take unfair advantage of socialists, who. are 
subjectively all too sincere but nevertheless confused, in support of an 
objectively abominable colonial and repressive enterprise. 

Indeed, thans what happens, whether it is a 'bourgeois' or 'left
wing' zionism. As far as the practical implementation of the zionist 
project in Palestine is concerned, the consequences for the Arabs of 
Palestine, the objective consequence of the zionist enterprise for the 
country in general are the same, no matter how one subjectively would 

'like 'one's own' zionist activity to be understood- as opposed to that 
of • the others'. 

This is quite clearly a matter of planned politics. Even the founder 
of zionism, Theodor Herzl, writes in his diary on 12 June 1895: 

'By buying land we are immediately giving material advantages to 
the country which takes us in. By and by, we have to get the private 
land in the areas given to us out of the hands ofits owners. We want to 
get the poor inhabitants across the borders without making a stir, by 
giving them work in the transit countries. But in our country we won't 
give them any work at all ... It's good for the landowners to believe 
they are exploiting us and getting excessive prices for their land. But 
no land will be sold back to them.'" 

This was and still is even today zionism's conscious and planned 
policy: the 'poor population' ie the majority of the Arabs in the 
Promised Land should be excluded from the country by all ways and 
means. In 1940 Joseph Weitz, head of the Colonisation Department 
of the Jewish National Fund in Palestine at the time, and therefore 
responsible for the practical implementation of zionist colonisation, 
wrote in his diary: 'Among ourselves it should be clear that in this 
country there isn't room for both peoples together. With the Arabs we 
won't achieve our aim of being an independent nation in this small 
country. The only solution is Palestine, at least a West Palestine (ie the 
entire area'west of the Jordan? as distinct from "East Palestine", 
which refers to Trans jordan - editor's note.) without Arabs ... and 
there's no other way but to transfer the Arabs from here to the 
neighbouring countries; to transfer all of them. Not a single village, 
not one tribe should be left behind ... For this purpose money, 
plenty of money will be found. Only after this transfer will this 
country be able to absorb millions of our brethren.' 46 

In his article in the daily newspaper Davar (officially the organ of 
the Histadrut but actually the mouthpiece of the Mapaii'A vodah 
party) of 29 September 1967, Joseph Weitz himself'tells us that this 
excellent plan, which he had entered into his diary 27 years previously, 
was not just his own idea. The most importlU1t zionist leaders in 
Palestine gave this plan their sUpport and they started to put out 
feelers to see how this could be realised in practice. Indeed, a large 
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part of the programme was realised eight years later in 1947 when 'the 
UNO passed a resolution to partition the country into two states and 
to our gretgreat good fortune (our italics- editor's note) the war.of 
liberation broke out which brought with it a two-fold miracle: a 
territorial victory and the flightcof the Arabs.' 

There can· be no doubt that the expulsion of the Palestinians from 
their country was not a 'tragic blow' of blind fate but the result of 
consciously planned zionist policy. Under these circumstances the 
question posed naively by 'left-wing' zionists sounds really amazing: 
'In the·years of the Mandate 1920-1947/48, before the Arabs offered 
violent resistance to the UN resolution to partition the country, how 
many Arab peasants actually lost their land, despite the legislation of 
the Mandate protecting the ·Arab peasants, and could no longer work 
in agriculture, and how many Arabs immigrated in this period from 
the neighbouring countries to Palestine?'" 

Some indicative characteristics of this argument can be deduced 
from these questions. First, it follows that the expulsion of the Arab 
fellahin was warranted after the Arabs had 'offered violent resistance 
to the UN partition resolution'. Such views should be met with silent 
scorn. We should remember that in all the hypocritical apologies of 
colonialism throughout the world it is usual to call mass expulsions of 
the colonial peoples a just punishment for the fact that these wicked 
natives dare to offer violent resistance to their mass expulsion. 
Secondly, it appears that the known intentions of zionism, as ex
pressed in the above quotations and in many other documents and the 
known historical facts, are supposed to be consciously ignored. In
stead one should tell the story that zionism did not expel the Arab 
fellahin on a large scale until1948. The truth, however, is quite dif-
ferent. · 

Examples of mass expulsions of Arab fellahin as a result of zionist 
colonisation can be Cited very easily. Many expulsions took place 
before the establishment of the zionist state and continued during the 
entire period of the British Mandate, ie till1948. 

· Such questions from 'left-wing' zionists are also intended to lead 
one to believe that British imperialism - with the Mandatory 
government - offered some effective protection against expulsion. 
This is .not true either. In this context let us refer to the memoirs of a 
Jewish English zionist, M. Hyamson, who in the first half of the 
Mandate period was a high government official in Palestine. M. 
Hyamson reports on the first attempt, which was made at the 
beginning of the I920s io protect Arab tenants from expulsion: The 
need.(for these regulations) became urgent, because Jewish agencies 
bought relatively large amounts of land from (Arab) landowners who 
lived in Paris, Beirut ·or. Cairo, whereby the moral - if not the le
gal - rights of the tenants, who had been resident on that land all 
along, were ignored. According to the new legislation the transfer of 
lands was forbidden if the tenant's interests were not ensured by 
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leaving him enough land to guarantee his own and his family's 
livelihood. This, however, was contrary to the interests of both sellers 
and buyers. The buyers were willing to pay prices higher than usual' 
but demanded that the land be available for settlement. The sellers, 
who had no local interests at all, were of course keen. to sell at as high 
a price as possible. 

They very quickly found a way to dodge the law by means of a small 
payment. They found allies in the money lenders to whom most 
of the tenants were deeply in debt. In order to get the tenants to 
abandon the land before it was transfered, they paid them small sums 
of money with. which they could settle some of their debts to the 
money lenders. Then, when the transfer came, there were ·no more 
tenants there to take care of. So everyone was completely satisfied: the 
sellers, the buyers and understandably the money lenders, but of 
course the tenants only for a limited time. 

The tenants were only satisfied for a short time because the 
'damages' they received from the landowner amounted to very little .. 
It was hardly enough to repay their debts to the money lenders. 
Moreover, Hyamson says the fellahin and tenants who were forced to 
leave their lands could not obtain employment in most of the newly 
developed manufacturing plants in the country. These manufacturing 
plants were zionist, and zionism refused in principle to employ Arab 
workers. Hyamson. continues that 'in 1929 a new regulation was 
passed which gave the tenants still less protection ... ; it .virtually 
legalised the established practice'. 

Two years later the purchase of land began once more on a large 
scale and the expected problem of the Arabs without land was again at 
the top of the agenda. This problem taused unrest and forced the 
Mandatory government to enact new regulations. However the new 
regulations of 1931 did not offer the tenants any effective protection 
either, for those landowners who wanted to sell their land at 'ac
ceptable' prices could still dodge the objectives of the law. This state 
of affairs continued until the end of the Mandate. 48 

We have summarised only a small part of Hyamson's interesting 
chapter on this topic. It clearly follows from the extracts above and 
from the entire chapter that the problem of those tenants who lost the 
basis of their livelihood (ie the land which they and their forefathers 
had cultivated for generations) because of zionist colonisation, was an 
extremely serious One and involved a great number of people. 
Similarly it is clear that the decrees of the Mandatory "government 
could not protect the tenants effectively from the conspiracy between 
the zionist institutions, landowners and moneylenders, serving their 
common interests. One example only: 

The 8,000 fellahin from 22 villages who had lost their land at the 
beginning of the 1920s when the great landowner family Sursuk sold 
land to the zionists, received. exactly ten shillings per capita from the 
Zionist Organisation. 49 
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To make zionist colonisation seem harmless, zionists often point 
out that at that time 'a total of only 664 claims for damages' were 
placed by Arab peasants. Here, besides the fact that the possibility of 
so-called (and relatively low) damages was publicised as little as 
possible, nothing is said about the number of dispossessed peasants 
who from the outset were excluded. from the possibility of claiming 
'damages': 
Peasants who were expelled after .their land was sold to non-Jews. 
(There were many sales to Arab agents and profiteers who then sold 
the land to the Acquisition of Land Department of the Zionist 
Organisation) · · 
Peasants who were not classified as tenants; agricultural workers and 
peasants who only sold part of their land. 
Peasants who had no documentary proof of their tenancy rights (very 
many!) 
Peasants who after sale were allocated other land, even if it could not 
be cultivated. 
Peasants who had found other employment after being expelled. 
That is how, in the interests of zionism, they managed to limit the 
classification 'landless Arab' to a small group. 50 

In the period 192(}-36, the time when the foundations of the zionist 
enterprise in Palestine were being laid both in the towns and in the 
country ~reas, there was an increased ~exodus' of peasants from the 
country areas·- an exodus which must be understood correctly: not 
'out of' the country but a migration as a result of the peasants' losing 
their land. The Arab urban population of Palestine increased from 
194,000 in 1922 to 298,000 in 1936. 

The landless Arabs met with· increasing unemployment in the 
zionist-dominated urban economy, caused by the zionist insistence on 
'Hebrew labour' and boycott of Arab labour. But let us get back to 
the fact that the fellahin were mostly expelled by the sellers before the 
sale (in deliberate agreement with the buyers). This fact enabled 
zionism, like Pontius Pilate, to protest its innocence and to maintain it 
was not responsible for the expulsion of the fellahin. However, there 
are also enough examples of cases in which the zioniSt coloniiers, in 
collaboration with the British police, actively participated in the 
expulsion of the indigenous fellahin as in AI Fuk (today Afula) at the 
end of 1924, or Wadi al-Hawarith (today Emek Hefer) in 1933. 

Still today the propagandists of zionism spread the claim that the 
zionist institutions (at least until1948) in most cases received 'deserted 
lands' so that zionism is not responsible for the expulsion of the 
masses of fellahin. From a technical point of view and applied to the 
appropriate cases that is not a lie but actually a half-truth - which is 
worse than a lie. For the zionist propagandists conceal the fact that, to 
dodge the laws enacted to protect the fellahin, the zionist institutions 
demanded that the sellers expell their tenants themselves, before going 
through with the sale. · 
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By the way, we can see here how far from the truth is yet another 
claim of the 'left-wing' zionists: the claim that 'it was not the poor 
fellahin but the great landowners who, for reasons of class con
sciOI)sness, rejected Jewish immigration and they consequently feared 
"infection" of their fellahin with social ideas imported from Europe'; 
In the first place, the 'social ideas' zionism brought from Europe 
were intended for exclusively Jewish use. All the institutions of 
organised work and community life were in no way intended for 
Arabs. Zionism never propagated any progressive social ideas among 
the fellahin. On the contrary: zionism was, as we saw. above, the 
objective ally of the great landowners. This was the only social class 
in ,Arab society which received any advantages through zionist 
colonisation - they received for their lands prices which were higher 
than before colonisation. The fellahin were in fact the victims ·or an 
alliance between zionism, the great landowners and the moneylenders. 
It is true that to veil their real interests and intentions, the great 
landowners sometimes launched vigorous verbal campaigns against 
zionism. But it was all talk. 

Here we must mention that the method of expulsion (which was 
usually concealed to evade the law) and the lack of any reliable 
registration of proprietary and usufructuary rights are the reasons why 
it is still impossible today to supply exact details as to the extent of the 
expulsions. There is no doubt that there must have been many 
thousands. The exact figure, however, would have to be determined 
through painstaking detaile.d research. The question how many 
fellahin lost their land because of zionist colonisation can at present 
only be answered generally. 

In this context, here is an extract from a speech of Moslie Dayan 
before the students of the Haifa Technical University ('Technion') as 
quoted by the Israeli daily Ha'aretz of 4 April1968: 'We came to this 
country, already inhabited by Arabs, and establislied here a Hebrew, 
ie a Jewish state. In large areas we bought lands from the Arabs. 
Jewish villages arose in place of Arab villages. You don't even known 
the names of these villages and I'm not reproaching you for that, as 
those geography books no longer exist. Not only do the books no 
longer exist but the villages don't exist any more either. Nahalal arose 
in place of Mahlul, Gevat in place of Jibta, Sarid in place of Haneifs 
and Kefar Yehosht<'a in place of Tel-Shaman. Not one place in this 
country was built where there hadn't formerly been an Arab 
population.' 

Indeed the professional generals of zionism often speak more 
clearly and more frankly than many of their 'left-wing' .apologists. 
The colonisation of a country and the resulting expulsion and op
pression of its indigenous inhabitants, and all of this with the 
propagandistic aim of a so-called 'progressive' soc~ety in Palestine, as 
the zionists, disguised as socialists. it, is not only pure hypocrisy 
but also the theoretic and practical :prostitution of revolutionary 
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theory- a theory advocated only verbally. 
The first systematic research into the extent of the destruction which 

zionism and zionist colonisation caused to the original Palestinian 
society, compiled by the Palestinian historian 'Aref al'Aref and 
presented on 15 February 1973 by the chairman of the Israeli League 
for Human Rights, Professor Israel Shahak, contains a complete list 
of those Arab villages in Palestine which existed until 1948 and which 
today would be sought in vain. They no longer exist. In figures: 
385 - in words: three hundred and eight-five. 

It' follows from some of the quotations above that it was part of the 
zionist expulsion policy to exert pressure continually on the Arabs by 
not employing them. 'Left-wing' zionists feel slightly uncomfortable 
about this point ... but only for a moment. They concede that the 
displacement of Arab workers from their jobs is one of those things 
which 'have a repulsive effect on us Europeans'. However in the same 
breath they call on their readers to free themselves from such merciful, 
weak, apparently specifically European 'prejudices'. You must un
derstand, the Arab workers had to go, 'to protect these (Jewish) 
workers from starvation, as it was just impossible for Jewish workers 
to live on the same wages as Arab workers'. So, one has· to excuse 
them: the Jewish workers had a European stomach which was bigger 
than that of the Arab members of the same class. 

After such brilliant argument, however, they apparently get an 
uneasy feeling once more and admit that perhaps 'some kind of 
solution more favourable to the Arabs could have been found. For 
example, one need only have somehow institutionalised the actual 
circumstances - the Arab peasants sold their products unhindered at 
lower prices even in Jewish towns - and a lot of dirty linen would 
have been avoided.' 

This attempt to excuse, however, is a twofold failure: an untruth 
and an absurdity at one and the same time. It is untru6 that the zionist 
institutions did not systematically interefere with and hinder the sale 
of products by the Arab fellahin: this was done not only with 
propaganda but also with the aid of more effective means of 'per
suasion'. (The zionist leader David Hakohen reports for example in 
the supplement of the newspaper Ha'aretz of 15 November 1968 how 
he and his colleagues poured petroleum over tomatoes being sold by 
Arabs and broke their eggs.) The attempt at an excuse is fun
damentally absurd because the only way of solving the problem which 
would have avoided 'a lot of dirty linen' would have been for zionism 
to abandon its main aim. 

From the standpoint of the zionist aim - the transformation of 
Palestine, which was an Arab country, into a 'Jewish' nation
state - the presence of the Arabs was an obstacle which had to be 
removed. The way to achieve this goal was to refuse the Arabs work, 
as all zionists since Herzl have realised. 

The policy of 'zionising' and at the sal!le time 'de-Arabising' 
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Palestine has nc. mged fundamentally. On the contrary: the Arab 
areas conquered ihe 1967 June War gave Israel the opportunity to 
erect more than ., . additional civilian and military settlements there 
and to expel rna.·: thousands of Arabs, some for the second time in 
twenty years. The guiding words of Moshe Dayan say it quite clearly: 
'In the course of the last hundred years, our people have been un
dergoing a process of building up the country and the nation of ex
pansion, by increasing the number of Jews and settlements and of 
colonisation in order to expand the borders. Let there be no Jew who 
says that this is the end of the process. Let there be no Jew who says 
that we are near the end of the road.'" 
. '·Israel is as a state a huge fait accompli. However, it is not likely that 
Israol, even within the borders of 4 June 1967 'plus corrections', can 
look forward to peaceful and harmonious coexistence with its Arab 
neighbours in the long term. The Middle East conflict is not simply a 
'border conflict'. The cause of the historical conflict between the state 
of Israel in its present zionist form on the one hand and the Arabs on 
the other, is the existence and the effects of zionism. Whoever is 
sincerely interested in the future of Israelis and Arabs in the Middle 
East should seriously reflect on this. 
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OPPOSE APARTHEID AND ZIONISM 

The University of Witwatersrand in Johan
nesburg was the scene of a clash between Black 
and white students on August 4th_ The issue was 
the recent Israeli military invasion of Lebanon. 
Simultaneous lunchtime meetings were called by 
the Black Students' Society and the South Afri
can Union of Jewish Students_ About 1,000 pro
Zionist white students surrounded the gathering 
of Black students and loudly chanted, "No to 
PLO terrorism." Some Black students left their 
meeting wearing signs which read ''I am a Pales
tinian, I have nowhere to live." They were re
portedly attacked by the whites, fist fights 
broke out, and university security police inter
vened. Twelve students were suspended and the 
university banned all meetings. 

A member of the Black Students' Society 
was quoted as saying, "Some of the Zionist 
students were threatening us and we have the 
security police on our backs. We identify with 
the PLO because we find them in the same pos
ition as us - landless, uprooted, and fighting 
for the simple right to live in peace with 
natural human rights." He went on to empha
sise that one could be against Zionist aggres
sion without being anti-semitic. 

We totally agree with.these sentiments. 

(from SAMRAF news and notes, Sep.t-Oct, 1982) 



The Class In Motion? 

In this issue of the newsletter, we publish two stories of labor struggles 
·occurring in the mid-west. One reason for .doing so is simply to bring to people's 
attention incidents of labor militance that are understandably being neglected by 
the straight media. However, labor militance can be found in almost all times. 
Under the present conditions of unemployment and generalized attack on labor, most 
leftists agree that this should increase possibilities for wider (that is, beyond 
individual plant and/or industry) struggles to develop. Despite these small examples 
to the contrary, the problem before us now is the relative passivity of the class 
towards deteriorating conditions. Where militant struggles have developed, in the 

.majority of cases it has not prevented the corporation from implementing its stra
tegy. We hope to stimulate discussion of these and related p~oblems in class organ
izing. 

The third article in this section is the text of a speech delivered to veterans 
of the Flint sit-down strike. It suggests a particular attitude towards working 

·class organizing in this period ••...• the editors .. , ___________________ _ 
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FIGHT AGAINST UNION BUSTING IN MINNEAPOLIS 

·Early this summer a ·strike occurred in Minneapolis that ·received a lot of 
local notice and may be of interest to labor activists. 

The Bureau of Engraving, Inc. is a moderate-sized local company which man
ufa~tures printed circuit boardso Its 760 shop employees are organized into the 
Graphics Arts International Union, an AFL craft union which seldom organizes 
whole plants. There has never been a strike in the 26·years the union has been 
there. This year, however, when the contract came.up the company demanded suo
stantial concessions and when the union negotiators balked the company unilater
ally declared a new "labor agreement" which included no union. The union struck 
in self defense. 

From the beginning the strike was emotionally bitter, but it produced little 
attention until after a couple of weeks the cQmpany began hiring scabs. The first 
day the scabs came to work they were met by a mass picket line and a barrage of 
rocks and bottles. This brought the strikers local media coverage, some attention 
from other workers and unions, and an injunction barring mass picketing within 
100 feet of the driveway. 

Various left and militant activists from other unions began participating 
in the. daily mass picketing, and began discussing with the strikers how to build 
serious labor support. The strikers were very anxious for any help they could 
get. In our workplaces we began publicizing as much as possible the strike and 
the union-busting behind it (which the media ignored). We began urging the state 
AFL-CIO leadership to call a massive labor support day at the picket line. The 
AFL-CIO leadership was less than enthusiastic. First they wanted to negotiate 
more, then they argreed to hold a series of support rallies: one for Teamsters, 
one for UAW, one for AFL-CIO. However, they set no dates and headed up to a north 
woods resort for sorreannual meeting. The strikers, whose morale was beginning 
to dip, wondered where all the talked about labor support was. 
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While the AFL-CIO leaders were up north, a large IAM local settled a month
long strike with Northwest Airlines. They settled on a Thursday and weren't going 
back to work until Saturday, so on the Friday in between they came down to the 
picket line 200-300 strong. With maybe 400 strikers and a handful of other act
ivists on hand the atmosphere was immediately changed. 

The Minneapolis police described the confrontation as a "mini-riot", saying 
it was the worst crowd control situation they had faced sincecanti-war riots on 
the U of M campus a decade earlier. Although we didn't stop the scabs (we had 
tried to start a sit-down in the driveway but found ourselved insufficiently pre
pared) we had immeasurable boosted morale, and had set the stage for future larger 
and more militant labor support. 

The leadership of the AFL-CIO and the striking local continued their foot 
dragging, but activists and leaders of the two largest UAW locals decided to go 
ahead with a UAW support day. The word was out: this time the scabs would be 
stopped. The rally never occurred. The threat of it and perhaps more signifi
cantly the ambush-shooting of a scab brought the mayor's office into the'picture. 
The strike was settled quickly with the union accepting some concessions but re-' 
taining its right to exist. In a limited sense a victory had been won. And no
tice had been served to local employeers that union-busting attempts would be met 
with some level of militant labor solidarity. 

What significance can be found in this small clash? For one thing it appears 
quite certain thatthe union-busting scenario is very in style these days and will 
be repeated in dozens of variations across the country during the current recesion/ 
depression/whatever. It appears generally that because of the economic crisis 
militant labor fights against "concessions" alone are not occurring (yet, at 'least). 
The threat of "causing" an employer to shut down completely appears to be perceived 
as very real. However in the case of open union-busting there's not much left to 
loose for most workers (granted some would be re-hired) and a no-holds-barred at
mosphere quickly develops. And in the case of union-busting, our experience here 
shows a tremendous receptivity by other unionized workers and other unions to re
spond seriously. I was amazed'by the number·in my plant who said they'd be there 
for sure on the UAW support day. Large numbers of unionized workers perceive the 
threat of their own union being a future target, and believed the time to stop 
it is now. 

Left activists can play an important role in mobilizing support for union
busting victims and can contest, at least in a limited way, with the more conser
vative views that frequently characterize labor leadership. The high tension 
atmosphere that permeates such struggles also allows the left to tie together in 
some "mass" way the immediate experience of workers and the underpinnings of the 
economic (and more) crisis.' (The author's work in this respect was found quite 
wanting largely due to inexperience and lack of preparedness to intervene. In 
fact, the only left intervention in the strike that was "left", other than one
to-one conversations, was the selling of "the Bulletin" by the political group 
which publishes that newspaper.) 

It may be worthwhile for left labor activists to keep an eye out for union
busting situations, and give some thought as to how to intervene in them. 

L. Weiss, Minneapolis 
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Iowa Beef Strike 
( As tr,is ism:e went to press the last word from Dakota City was that 

the workers at Iowa Beef Pack had returned to work without a contract, The 
following article, which has been abridged from the original which appeared 
in the Summer issue of the Missouri Valley Socialist, covers the period up 
to August 6th. The author, Ted Tuel, is a shop steward at IBP and an. edit
or of MVS. In our next issue we hope to print Tuel's examination of the 
later events in the strike and some of the divisions, including racism, 
which became evident during the struggle. 

Missouri Valley Socialist/Box 971/ Sioux City,IA 51102) 

Dakota City is a small town located in 
the broad valley of the Missouri River 
across from Sioux City,Iowa at. the pnint 
where the states of Iowa,Nebraska, and 
South Dakota come together. Other than a 
proud labor history, there is not much to 
distinguish this urban area of about 85,000 
from other blue-collar towns in the Midwest. 
Nothing, that is, except the Iowa Beef 
plant which stands in the cornfields. just 
north of Dakota City and the fact that in 
July this plant became an armed camp, com
plete with 160 National Guardsmen, armored 
personnel carriers, military helicopters 
and ope-fourth of the Nebraska State 
Highway Patrol. 

This display of force is not incon
sistent with IBP's normal operating pro
cedure during "peacetime". The violence 
which occured on July. 20 - when TV view
ers nationwide watched as union members 
hurled .chunks of concrete through the 
windows of dozens of cars attempting to 
enter the plant - did not just happen. 
It was a reaction to years of hard work 
for 48 hours per week in an unsafe and un
healthy profession. It was a reaction to 
the tense and.violent atmosphere which has 
been created by IBP in its drive to take 
over the meatpacking industry. 

I've worked in quite a few places but I 
have never seen the kind of surveillance 
and control that IBP maintains over its 
employees. As each person passes through 
the guard shack each day one camera takes 
a frontal view of the person and another 
takes a profile. Each person is also 
subject to search in the guard shack, Be
hind a partition are several TV screens 
showing views of the parking lot and var
ious hallways, doors and bulletin boards 
within the plant. There is even a rotating 
camera in one cafeteria which films the 
employees as they take their break, 
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The plant which is said to be the larg
est packing plant in the country, consists 
of a slaughter and processing division, as 
well as a hide plant and areas which deal 
with various by-products. The processing 
division consists of three large rooms. 
They are a little dazzling to enter for 
the first time. They are brightly lit and 
filled with stainless steel machinery, a 
maze of conveyors, and chains on which 
big chunks of meat swing by at rates of up 
to six per minute, There are two or three 
hundred people working with knives at great 
speed, wearing white frocks and helmets 
which are stained red by blood. The 
temperature is between 40 and 50 degrees 
(in the coolers and freezers it is much 
colder). As you work the cold blood soaks 
through your gloves, and you stand in salt 
which quickly becomes mixed with fat and 
meat that falls from the table, 

The noise level is very high. In most 
area of the plant you have to shout to be 
heard by the people around you. 

When workers get good at their jobs, 
they have to pull a piece of meat from a 
conveyor, bone it out or trim it in 25 
seconds or so, throw it back on, and pull 
another. During periods of full product
ion (which is most 5f the time) they do 
this one operation over and over, eight 
hours per day, six days per week. 

Workers get two breaks per day, for 
15 and 30 minutes. On many lines a worker 
has to get permission to go to the bath
room and then the foreman is likely to 
look at his watch and ask you to wait a 
half hour, or to accuse you of wasting 
time of simply deny you permission. With 
a few exceptions, foremen are white males 
in a plant with a large percentage of fe
male and non-white employees. Plants ste
wards are kept busy fighting contract vio
lations on a daily basis. Worse still, 



many employees are too timid to assert 
their rights or are unaware of them, of
ten because of a language barrier. The 
grievance procedure can be painfully slow 
and workers have no right to stop Hark 
over grievances. 

Slaughter employees at IBP rotate shifts 
- two weeks on days, then two weeks on 
nights. 

Despite intense struggles by Local 222 
over the years, contract benefits are 
still far behind those of most other large 
packing plants. There is no pension plan 
whatsoever - a workers who retires after 
15 years gets a thank-you dinner and a 
gold pin. The health insurance plan is 
not adequate to cover a catastrophic 
illness such as a major heart attack, and 
employees get fired if they are sick too 
often. 

Health problems and accidents are fre
quent results of the tense environment, 
cold air and repetitive knive work. New 
employees suffer severe pain in their hands 
and many don't make it through their 60-
day probationary period. Many people have 
to have surgery to correct tendonitis in 
their hands. Other frequent problems in 
elude "beef itch", bronchitis, pulled 
muscles, and injured backs. 

S.bme very serious accidents occur. 
Two Hispanic workers were killed in separ
ate accidents at the plant in 1981. both 
worked for a clean-up crew which contracts 
to clean the plant each day after the two 
production shifts. Rene Nunez,18, had both 
legs amputated and died five weeks later 
after being caught in a ground beef blend
er. Juan Hernandez Castro,23, died at the 
plant after he got his arm entangled in 
a conveyor belt. Many people have· charged 
that working conditions are unsafe for the 
clean-up workers and that proper safety in
structions are not given to workers who 
cannot understand English. 

The company denies any responsibility 
for the deaths since the men were tech
nically in the employ of a private con
tractor. Workers for the clean-up com
pany, who are paid significantly less than 
IBP workers, have also complained that 
they have been harassed for wanting to 
form a union, according to the Sioux City 
Journal. 

Conditions like these, as well as a 
wage rate which has generally been far 
behind that of the industry as a whole, 
have resulted in a remarkable labor his-

tory at IBP. Since the plant opened in 
1966 there have been four strikes, and 
no contract has ever been settled with
out a strike. 

The 1969-70 strike lasted 7~ months 
and was marked by the shooting death of a 
company informer, the shooting of a picket 
and several bombings. A 1973-4 lockout 
by the company lasted for 6 months. In 
1977-8 union members struck for 14 months, 
blocked plant entrances, and had many of 
their number arrested. And on June 6 of 
this year, union members voted 96% in fa
vor of a motion to strike. 

What is it about this union that has 
made workers this militant? No one would 
argue the point that members of Local 222 
have a hell of a lot of determination and 
that they are willing to risk everything 
they have -- repeatedly -- to get a fair 
wage and decent working conditions. I 
don't think that they are much different 
from other workers, however: Most workers 
will fight when they have been pushed far 
enough, and these workers have been push
ed by a ruthless company that will go. to 
any length to fight a union. 

IBP began as a single plant in Denison 
Iowa, 21 years ago. Today it runs 10 
beef plants and one pork plant in seven 
states, employs over 11,000 people, and 
is this country's largest boxed beef pro
ducer. In 1963, the beef industry was 
dominated by the "Big Five" - Armour, 
Wilson, Horrell, Swift, and Cudahy. To
day, IBP slaughters more cattle than all 
five of these corporations together, ac
cording to tbe Des Moines Register. 

.One factor in IBP's rise to tbe top 
of tbe inrlustry is its successful use of 
new tecbnology and the innovation of sell
ing cuts of beef packed in boxes instead 
of whole carcasses (this has contributed 
to greater centralization of the industry 
and the elimination of many neighborhood 
butchers). The company keeps in touch 
with its cattle buyers through the world's 
largest privately-owned microwave system, 
and it is pl2nning to replace it witb a 
satellite communications system. 

Shady and aggressive business prac
tices are another factor in the company's 
growth. Currier Holman, the founder of 
IBP, was convicted in 1974. in New York 
City for conspiring with a Mafia front 
man to bribe union officials so they 
would allow IBP's products to be sold in 
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supermarkets in NY. In 1977 the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture charged IBP and 
another firm with trying to corner the 
beef market in the Pacific Northwest. 

A third factor in IBP's growth -
perhaps the major factor -- is that they 
have squeezed the extra profit from the 
blood and sweat of the worker by keeping 
wages and benefits down. Many of their 
plants are non-union, and they have gone 
to such lengths to keep wages down in 
their unionized plants that they have 
broken the master wage rate which once 
was paid by the Big Five packers. The 
Dakota City plant has allvays been the 
wage pacesetter for the rest of IBP. 

Last year IBP.merged with Occidental 
Petroleum, a conglomerate of energy com
panies (including Hooker Chemical of 
Love Canal fame) which was the 20th lar
gest corporation in the U.S. before the 
merger. Occidental's net income for 
1981, according to their <;~nnual report, 
was $722 million. IBP's income in 1981, 
according to the New York Times, was $58 
million. -----

There is some confusion about the na
ture of the present contract proposals, 
largely due to a misleading media cam
paign by IBP. The proposals include: 

- A 4-year wage freeze and no cost
of-living allowance. 

- Re-classified rates of pay which 
the union says would cause about 700 
workers to take a wage reduction. 

- The present weekly guarantee of 
36 hours over a 5-d<ty period replaced 
by a worthless guarantee of 38 hours 
per week averaged over a 6-month period 
(meaning that an employee could work 60 
hours one week and 16 the next.) 

-New starting rates of $2 under the 
applicable rate for the first two years 
of employment, $1.50 under for the third 
year, and $1 under for the fourth year. 
These second-class workers would not be 
eager to join the union, and combined 
with the high turnover rate at IBP, the 
union would soon be destroyed. 

-Establishment of an "Extra Gang" of 
205 workers who would not get any contract 
benefits. As in the case of the new start
ing rates, this is a deliberate attempt to 
destroy the union. 

-A provision which would allow IBP to 
designate their competition by company 
and permit IBP to reduce its workers' 
wages if any of these competing plants 
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reduce their workers' wages during the 
term of the agreement. 

These proposals, viewed in light of 
IBP's enourmous profits and virtual con
trol of the industry, <tre clearly an at
tempt to break the union. It should be 
noted that the union agreed to some con
cessions, such as a 2-year Wage freeze, 
in a move which many union members dis
approved of. 

The union began round-the-clock pic
kets at every entrance to the plant as 
soon as the strike vote was taken on June 
6 ..•• On July 19, the c&npany announced 
that it was opening the plant to scab la
bor, and on July 20 the scabs were met by 
a crowd of about 300 union members, some 
of whom hurled chunks of concrete 
through windows. Many scabs were turned 
away, dozens of vehicles were damaged, 
and several people were injured, includin 
away, aozens or· vehicles were damaged, 
and several people were injured, including 
some (who) were hospitalized and released. 

The first violence may have been com
mitted by strikers, but the Highway Pat
rol quickly took the initiative. Strikers 
were tear-gassed and maced on the after
noon of July 20 and again the next day. 
Incidents of polic brutality were clearly 
visible on footage taken by local TV 
stations. A leLter to the Sioux City 
Journal charged that "One striker was told 
to· stop, so he stopped and put his hands 
in the air. Four troopers grabbed him 
and forced him to the ground in a mud 
puddle and knocked his glasses off and 
prodded him with their night stickes 
before cuff lng him." Over 50 members 
of Local 222 have been arrested on var
ious charges. 

On Monday, July 26, a demonstration 
of about 300 workers, many of them from 
other unions in the Sioux City area, 
marc.i-;.ed past the front of the plant 
twice in a peaceful and orderly fashion. 
On their third trip they were ordered to 
disperse, however, and were then tear
gassed and 20 were arr.ested. 

On the day after this violence was 
instigated by the Highway Patrol, Govern
or Thone called out two units of the Na
tional Guard in the first use of the Guard 
to control strikers in Nebraska since the 
mid-1930's. A court order handed down by 
a Dakota County court put an almost total 
ban on strike activity, including any 
gathering by strikers within 1200 feet of 



the plant, yelling at scabs, or even ges
turing at them (the scabs retain these 
same rights, however). According to.Neb
raska law, picketers are limited to two 
persons every 50 feet. 

The chain of events leading to this 
situation is suspicious. Bob Parker, 
Business Agent of UFCW Local 271 in Omaha, 
has charged in a televised interview that 
a conspiracy to break the strike exists 
between IBP and Governor Thone. It is 

remarkable that the violence of July 20 
had gone on for about two hours before th 
the Highway Patrol showed up, and that most 
most of the scabs had either been turned 
away or entered the plant before the riot 
squad moved in to disperse the crowd. 

Union members are expecting a long 
strike, and they are going to need the 
active support of many workersin order to 
wino 

You Made Only One Mistake ... 
Thank you very much, it is a great 

honor for me to be here. I am just Bob 
Travis's daughter, I myself have not made 
history like you people have, at least not 
yet. It has been a lesson to me to drive 
around Flint and see just to what extent 
General Motors dominates the life of this 
city. You can see it and feel it because 
of the numbers of enormous factories. I 
realize the extent to which you must have 
felt the power of the corporate giant that 
you took on when you seized General Motors 
property--and yet you acted anyway. You 
took destiny into your own hands and you 
shaped an important part of the world. 
Your act~ons not only effected your own 
lives and the lives of your children, but 
generations of American labor, for the U_AW 
has been setting a pace for US labor gen
erally and setting a goal for labor through
out the world to strive toward. When you 
seized General Motors property as if it 
was your own to seize, you shook the world. 
You made only one mistake, you gave it back. 

You acted boldly, recklessly, you took 
drastic action--you fought the police, the 
national guard and General Motors, the cap
tains of industry. It was difficult, dan
gerous and fearfilled. I heard a story to
day from Nellie Hendrix, a member of the 
Women's Emergency Brigade, a. small and un
famous story, about a woman with 8 children 
who had no overcoat, and the only pair of 
shoes she owned were gym shoes that she 
had to wrap in newspaper with rubberbands, 
she came to strike headquarters everyone 
of the 44 days of the strike, walking 7 
miles through that cold Michigan winter to 
get there and often walking 7 miles home 
again. So the fight, no matter how hard, 
was worth it to you. But I am also sure 

that the excitement, and the danger some
times even made it fun. It made your blood 
run so that you could feel your heart pound, 
feel yourself; fighting for what is right 
makes life worth living. It is clear the. 
deep significance of the _event for you per
sonally. How many events have so many peo
ple come 40-45 years later to commemorate 
it, some of you coming thousands of miles 
in sickness and in health. Few of us- in 
the US in my generation have had the op
portunity to do anything that significant 
either personally or historically. That's 
what's wrong with the world, we cannot con
trol our lives and feel our humanity. 

The decisions about who will work, what 
is produced, when, how, and under what cond
itions--decisions that are so basic that 
they effect the entire life of most of the 
people of the world--yet those decisions 
are made, not by all of us who are effected, 
or even in our interests, but for the dollar 
accumulation of transnational corporate 
interests. These corporations act as if 
they own, not only the corporations, but 
also everything and everybody too--and to 
some extent they do--to the extent we let 
them. But when you people sat down at 
Chevy 4 and fought outside in the streets, 
you challenged that basic operating premise 
and joined the resistors of the world, you 
said, "No, you don't own us, we will not 
cooperate in our own enslavement, we will 
decide things for ourselves. We are think
ing creatures and we too belong here. 11 

And by challengiog a basic operating 
premise of the world--the right of some 
people to use or discard other people--you 
changed the world. Given the mighty impact 
of your actions, there were really very few 
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of you. Now my generation must do the same, 
for the conditions of labor in this country 
are taking enormous leaps backward and the 
conditions of labor around the world show 
just how far back we may all slip. I don't 
think we are willing to slip so far without 
a fight. We are not robots, we get sick, 
tired and fed up. And we have had a taste 
of 'the good life' and want the time and 
resources to rest, laugh and love. 

I am a laid off"Gene~al Motors employee. 
I work for the 'Electro-Motive Division, we 
build locomotives. I am a member of TJAW 
Local 719. I had 7-1/2 years seniority 
when I was laid off and there is a strong 
possibility that I may never work at GM 
again. That frightens me. I am 40 years 
old with apparently no marketable skills. 
I know that you people from Flint under
stand my fear. The Wall Street Journal in 
April, said that Flint was the metropolitan 
area in the ~ that had the highest official 
rate of unemployment, 23%. We know that 
those statistics do not accurately reflect 
the number of jobless people. And You know 
what those numbers mean in human costs. 
You see people losing everything from their 
cars to their minds. 

These economic inequities will pro
duce more and more au tbreaks of drastic 
and reckless social rebellion, at least I 
hope it will. Better to fight than quie.tly 
starve or commit suicide. We must watch 
for, support and join each others battles, 
for many of our enemies' enemies are really 
our allies. Employed must fight for the 
unemployed, white people must fight with 
Black people against the inequities they 
suffer. Black people as a population are 
suffering more seriously as a general popu
lation .as a result of long term systematic. 
discriminatOry practices and they have been 
getting bad press much longer than labor. 
And we people in<the US must support the 
righteous struggles of the people around 
the world, from Poland to El Salvador. We 
must be careful and alert not to let the 
prop~"!ganda and social organization created 
by and for transnational corporations con
tinue to improperly divide us. And this 
time, our fight must be final. ~l]'e must 
challenge the right of the few to dominate 
the many. 

I am not only optimistic, but I also 
fear that unless we use our intelligence 
and face reality that we will lose some of 
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these crucial battles and lose the war of 
labor for her full productive and creative 
place on this earth. Global technology is 
pitting workers around the world in direct 
competition with each other and robot tech
nology is drastically reducing the number 
of available jobs. As we take on interna
tional corporations, our fight must be inter· 
national. That must be more than a slogan. 
But I am sure there is a basis. of unity, 
for I am sure that there are people in Flint 
in Chicago, in Lordstown, Ohio, Mississippi, 
in Quebec, Poland, Italy, Mexico, in South 
Af]Cica and even Japan who would share the 
desire to say, "We produce the w~alth, we 
will control it. 11 In united action there 
is power. 

This may all sound impossible, and 
maybe it is. But it is necessary if 1;ve are 
to beat global giants. And many people be
fore the winter of 1937 would have said 
that a 44 day strike that seized General 
Motors property and forced a company-wide 
contract, that that was impossible. 

I know a lot of people who want to f igh1 
the quest ion is where, how. We need to fin< 
our leadership andb4ild the required social 
alliances and identifications. You people 
know better than many, what is required 
can be built, once it is clear what is 
required. You built the organization that 
was needed from an idea, your allegiance to 
it, your willingness to act it out with 
spirit and guts. YoU shaped history, it 
can be done right again. 

History is just the recorded deeds of 
people. I just hope the prejudices and 
f~:se self-interests don't close our heartE 
and minds to the ideas and allegiances we 
require to win. If we fall prey to false 
divisions and alliances we might be con
quered and that would be an earthshaking 
blow to humanity. 

Thank you for having me here to speal 
I know that my Dad would have been happy 
that you invited me. And thank you most o: 
all for the fight you fought and having th 
picnic to remind us that working people on, 
knew how to fight. You give my generation 
something to aim. \Ve too must now again b 
reckless,. proud and daring and behave as i 
this planet belongs to us, and then it wil 

Thank you very very much. This has 
been a genuine privilege. 

Carole Trav 



NAKN Conference 

Several of us attended the National 
Anti-Klan Network conference in June. 
However, these are my own thoughts. 

The conference was attended by about 
175 people taken all together, which is 
smaller than NAKN meetings in the past. 
The plenary sessions took up the bulk of 
the time and tha plenary sessions were 
mostly speeches. There were two different 
times for workshops. I felt the bulk of 
the plenary speeches were educational and 
not cheerleading. The two times the plen
ary opened for debate there was some real, 
though not extensive, friendly debate. 
The workshops I heard about - women, NEA 
curriculum, K~an watching, and tactics all 
had good helpful discussion. The workshop 
on women scheduled an extra 1 1/2 hour 
meeting for themselves because they were 
getting so much done. The small workshop 
on tactics I went to actually got into 
some debate. 

The cultural program on Saturday was 
something Jct·th going to - unlike most 
other conferences when that is the best 
time to caucus. There were several "test
imonies" from people who had been directly 
attacked by the Klan. They included one 
of the Black. women who had been shot in 
Chattanooga, Fred Shuttlesworth (with a 
funny rednering of some experiences of the 
50's and 60's ), a white woman who the 
Klan was threatening to kill along with 
her Black baby, and a retired Black 
schoolteacher from northern Mississippi 
who had been shot at by the Klan and had 
shot back - hitting 4 of them. Eddie 
Carthan also spoke about the Tchula sit
uation. Interspersed was singing led by 
Guy Carawan from Highlander School and the 
Harrambee singers who I believe date back 
to SNCC 1>1ith Bernice Regan. 

It was a very moving experience for 
m~ and the others. Unlike the People 
United conference's sm£11 singing session 
- it did not seem hoaky and put on. (al
though I certainly felt hoaky). 

The Politics 

The political theme of the confer
ence seemed to be "The Second Recon
struction." Many of the speeches, parti
cularly from people in the South, talked 

about the general attack on Black polit- · 
ical gains from the 60's. The Klan was 
discussed as the leading, violent cutting 
edge of that attack. The theme was to de
fend those gains, beat back the Klan and 
all racist attacks. 

There are several good points about 
this. It attempts to place the current 
situation in an historical context. This 
is a good beginning point for the movement 
to be conscious·of itself. It is my est
imate (and I believe KL's also) that de
bate and discussion around the current 
historical context will increase rather 
than decrease in the NAKN. To a certain 
extent the "Second Reconstruction" is an 
accurate analysis.(I read in one of the 
Klan newspapers a reference to the cur
rent period as "The Second Reconstruction 
1954-?") Sojourner Truth Organiz.ation has 
emphasized the distinction between the 
institutional racism of the state and the 
genocidal revolutionary program of the 
fascists. That is certainly the new ele
ment of what is new and growing in the 
Klan. HoHever, the KKK groups them
selves are unevenly united around this 
revolutionary project, and there are 
reformist racists among them who would 
like to seize the machinery of the state 
rather than smash it. That fact alone, 
(along Hith other that are beyond the 
intention of this report) gives a reality 
to the "Klan as cutting edge" thesis. 

However, there are some major weak
nesses in the "Second Reconstruction" anal
ysis so far as it has been taken. As a
bove, it doesn't stress what is neH and 
becoming. It lacks a specific theory of 
the economic crisis we are in. And most 
importantly, it could lead to a belief 
that old strategies of countering the 
Klan can work in the new situation. Thi8 
is what worried me about singing, "One 
more time, One more time, We can do it if 
we have to, one more time." I kno1>1 that 
is a song of spirit and determination. 
However, I believe there is a sector of 
the NAKN leadership that believes the a-k 
movement today can be built on the same 
basis as the civil rights movement of the 
60's. 
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(A brief note: it is·my opinion 
that more research and analysis has to 
be done on the various periods of Klan
Fascist ups and downs in order to under
stand what causes them to fall short. 
I.E., it is quite conceivable that the 
Wallace candidacy in 1968 disoriented 
the rightist movement in the same fash
ion that the McCarthy and McGovern can
didacies did to the Left in 68-72. ) 

Political Growth in the NAKN 
In my opinion the NAKN has grown pol

itically in the last several years of my 
acquuaitance with it. At the Greensboro 
march in Feb. 80 the crowd was way to the 
left of the speakers. The podium was dom
inated by the William Winipisingers of the 
"Left". The first program of action adopt
ed was a lobbying effort in Washington, 
D.C. Political discussion was out of or
der. At this conference, a program of act
ion was adopted which stressed grass roots 
activism. At this conference a speaker 
was specifically brought who had engaged 
in armed resistance to the Klan, and had 
organized others to do the same. Maybe 
by accident, but Arthur Kinoy was not 
there. Instead, a whole panel was pre
sented on the government and the Klan 
which attacked the justice department et. 
al. Marty Nathan gave her government -
complicity speech, and the most promin-
ent speaker (a Black lawyer who had worked 
the Chattanooga case) said the justice 
dept. never had and never would provide 
justice. It was a far cry from the car
icature that P.U. and others had painted 
of the NAKN, and a step beyond where they 
had actually been. 

Other noteworthy items were Lynn 
Wells' speech on the economy in which she 
said (roughly) that white workers were the 
main recruiting base of the Klan. And 
IFCO's newspaper article talking about the 
inextricability of racism and capitalism 
in an issue devoted to the Voting Rights 
Act. 

Finally, and most importantly I think, 
it seemed· that·people were honestly trying 
to understand the Klan-Nazi threat and 
deal with it. 

This is something new and different in 
the anti-fascist movement. · P.U. doesn't 
have it. They have their theory. The 
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.facts that don't fit their theory are 
ignored. Inside of NAKN many of the 
groups·that have left (Equal Rights Con
gress/Communist Labor Party, Workers World 
Party, Socialist Workers Party) didn't 
have a geniune committment to the anti
fascist movement. They seem to consider 
the fight against fascism as a subset of 
their fight against racism, repression, 
capitalism, etc. Currently it is NAROC 
which is prone to this position. In one 
workshop a NAROC heavy stated that they 
already had their theory, now they were 
trying to get the facts. 

However, the others were very open. 
David Edgar~ and Ken Lawrence·' s speeches 
talking about the autonomous program.of 
the Klan were well received. Ann Braden 
didn't jump up and scream when Lawrence 
challenged her theory about the disappear
ance of the Klan in the 30's by talking 
about the growth of the fascist movement 
then. Lawrence's point about the merger 
of the cross and the swa~ika into a 
revolutionary fascist movement was part
icularly well taken. 

The most visible confirmation of' 
this is occurring in NAKN's headquarters 
state. The National States Rights Party 
has formed its own Klan - the Netv Order 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. NSRP 
has always been openly Nazi. Their Klan 
is the fastest grotving, even recruiting 
away from other Klans, especially Wilk
inson's. 

During the course of the conference 
I satv some of the language change from 
'Klan' and 'Klan movement' to 'Klan-Nazi' 
and 'fascist movement'. 

Finally, in part because of NAROC, 
in part because of Sojourner Truth, in 
part because of the veteran civil rights 
activists, and in part because of the task 
tve face - the NAKN is the only place I've 
seen a debate among Leftists and progress
ives about white workers and white privi
lege in a long time. (Headhurting sessions 
with Prairie Fire and May 19th aside). 

The Merger Proposal 
At the end of his speech, in a manner 

similar to his effort at the PU conference 
in February, Lawrence called for the unity 
of the anti-fascist movement. Particular
ly, some of us there argued for the organ
izational unity of PU and NAKN. 
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At the PU conference there was an 
extended debate about this question at 
a steering committee meeting. PU has 
characterized itself as the activist 
alternative to NAKN. In fact, neither 
the NAKN or PU has come up with a pro
gram that could effectively counter the 
fascist danger. In addition, PU has gen
erated a whole area of work against re
pressive legislation as a function of two 
things: the CWP's exclusion from NCARL and 
the CWP-PU notion of the state as the tar
get of an anti-Klan/Nazi movement. It is 
mainly from this vantage point that ele
ments inside PU are against organizational 
consolidation. 

The NAKN's attitude was that PU could 
join as a constituent member. They were 
in no particular rush to embrace PU, but 
they were not generally sectarian (NAROC 
aside). Their view was that the main re
cruiting effort should be towards the cen
·ter, and that would force the 'left' to 
join in on a 'stable' basis. 

We argued that there is no difference 
politically between the two groups and the 
rerr•nants of an old dispute should be swept 
aside. 

Whatever actually happens between PU 
and NAKN - the NAKN is currently the 
more viable of the twoo 

 7/10/82 

Anti-Racist Strategy 

(Willie Turks, a Black man, was killed in a racist attack by a gang of young 
whites in the Graves End area of Brooklyn. Racial tensions were already high 
between the Black residents of the Marlboro Projects and the white working 
class community right beside the project. The following letter was written 
to Minister Michael of the Black United Front raising strategic questions about 
the then approaching demonstration and the general approach that should be adopt
ed in organizing in this period .••• the editors) 

I am extremely concerned that the demonstration on Sunday, July 18th in Marlboro 
Projects--but especially the march to Avenue X--will stir up racial resentment 
instead of alleviating it or effectively challenging it. I propose the formation 
of a committee initiated by our coalition, that will stay in the community per~ 
manently, to organize around the issues that are pressing in both White and 
Black communities: high unemployment, meaningless jobs, no control of one's life, 
nothing to do, no sense of Black and White people working together for change, 
frustration and alienation, torn up schoolyards, basketball courts and parks 
in constant disrepair, no programs for youth, lack of a more accessible library, 
horrible conditions and high prices in Coney Island Hospital, transit facilities 
that are falling apart, tenant rights, etc. Furthermore, this committee should 
give out leaflets and hold up banners along the march that speak to these condi
tions that give rise to racist scapegoating; and,· the coalition demands, as a 
whole, should embrace additional slogans as its own, and our speakers should ad
dress these concerns. 

It is one thing to pull the Black community together, to organize for self-defense, 
to denounce white supremacy and the murder of Willie Turks, and to assert the 
right of Black people to walk down any street without fea~ of being attacked. 
It is another thing to do all this in a way that is sure to fire up the defenses 
of the white working class community li~ing there. It is absolutely essential 
that we raise and permanently organize around additional demands that speak to 
their class needs as a means to get people fighting together against the state, 
instead--or-killing each other while the fat capitalists sit back and laugh, and 
count their profits. 
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Have we learned nothing from history, from Nazi Germany, where progressives were 
unable to successfully organize mass numbers of people away from adopting Nazi 
ideology? Obviously there was a reason then why the Left failed to plug into 
the deeply held longings pebple had, which the Nazis addressed and perverted. 
One cannot fight racism, or fascism, by simply verbally attacking the racist 
attitudes in white working class. communities, unless one also, at. the same time, 
attacks and systematically organized around the conditions whic~giverise to
racist acts. 

People are racist for a reason, although racism (like anti-Semitism in Nazi Ger
many) is not a rational, logical, or thought-through way of seeing. Exhortations 
to "end your racism" are as meaningless as shouting to a neurotic patient: "End 
your neurosis." . While it is emotionally and. psychologically hard for the victims 
of racism, sexism, anti-semitism, or any other oppression df.hhis magnitude to 
care at all about the community and the conditions that created Willie Turks' 
murderers, nevertheless, this is exactly the task that history has placed upon 
the victims of oppression, when such acts are committed by other people who are 
economically oppressed, if we want to win and not just make a fine speech. 
People overcome their racism (as with Neuroses), when they themselves develop 
the tools to do so, and when they are no longer susceptible to and dominated by 
the conditions that gave rise to their neuroses. Yet our march, in the way it 
is currently conceived, does not help white working class people develop such 
tools. It does not address the conditions in which white working class people 
live in a way that they can understand. It does not deal with why they became 
racist in any way at all. Our march to Avenue X, I fear, doesn~accomplish what 
we want it to accomplish. Our well-meaning acts can cause or help to bring 
about the opposite of what we intend, and we are unprepared to deal with such 
an eventuality. It can become a tragic mistake to go into the white working class 
community, agitate it, and go home when the rally is over, leaving the Black 
people who live in the Marlboro Projects to bear the brunt of the defensiveness 
we've helped stir up in the white community. While we've succeeded in verbally 
condemning racism and racist assaults, we have provided no alternative formations 
through which White and Black people can ad.dress the needs of their communities 
and work together. As a result, like the Nazis, the state will be able to play 
on and pervert the deep-rooted feelings in people and, because we have stirred 
them all up, this could lead to more Black people being killed. 

I know this area very well. I lived in the Marlboro Projects from 1957 to 1967, 
until I was 18, and I still ·rive but a few blocks away. I have often been down 
Avenue X, especially since the murder. It is ironic that the victims of racism 
and fascism are being called upon to organize the community that spawned the mur
ders--but who else is going to do it? Besides, these people are victims too, 
and.the potential is certainly there to strike a significant blow against racism. 
This, however, will not be accomplished until the white community down Avenue X 
becomes involved in developing organizations with the largely Black community 
in Marlboro to fight together for what they need. Unfortunately, if you read the 
local newspapers and talk to the people living there·, people are not owning up to 
racist attitudes, just as most people don't own up to their sexist or homophobic 
attitudes. The question for us becomes: How do we get people to change themselves? 

Please note: I am NOT saying that Black people, with progressive whites supporting 
and taking part, would not arm ourselves, defend ourselves, raise the issues of 
democratic rights, of racism, and all that goes along with that. I am saying that 
self defense, or "Death to the Klan", are not demands we make but arethings we 
do. To think that we can overcome the conditions that gave rise to Willie Turk's 
murder by raising such demands is .ludicrous. If anything, it will scare the shit 
out of the white working class people, who will only sink deeper into their racism, 
form their own "defense" groups, egged on by the state, The young toughs who 



killed Willie Turks are but a symptom. And while it is hard for a grieving com
munity to not seek revenge or "justice" (as the state dictates), you can't deal 
with such deep-rooted ways of seeing and acting like racism symptomatically. 0-

~~~::sw!!ld~i~~~~t~~~= ~~ ~~:~g=a~~ef~=~~~!n~fs~~i ;~a!~~ea~~e~~tr~~!~ts~!~~e:, 
gator here and there. 

The proposals"'made in the first paragraph o:i' this letter are the first step in 
accomplishing such a changeo Since Black and progressive people will not win. 
in a race war in the United States (regardless of whether such a war is morally 
desireable or not), purely tactical considerations, if nothing else, should indi
cate an overwhelming desire to organize the white working class community so that 
it begins overcoming its racism, and so that Willie Turks will not have died in 
vain. This will not happen--we will only make matters worse!--unless we speak 
to and organize around the conditions that gave rise to such racism, and involve 
white people from. that community in this process. And this has to .start Sunday, 
at the march, or people simply will not hear what it is that-wB have to say. And 
I, for one, would like people to hear it, since we are talking about what happens 
to the lives'of people. after the rally is overo 

Signed: In struggle, Mitchell Cohen, for the Red Balloon Collective 

Solidarity (continued from page 47) 

the KB is relatively stron~, it has 
not proven as effective politically 
as the minority Leninist faction 
which broke awa~·(Group Z); it also 
puts a disproportionate amount of 
energy into its -·~naper; as opposed to 
its other organizing work. 

With the emergence of Solidarity, 
the US now .. has a ·full-fledged move
mentist organization on the national 
level. Cooperation with that organi
zation is important; on the other 
hand, ideological' struggle with it 
should not be neglected. 

*********************************** 

ET (continued from page 55) 

bod)., after all) substitutes an orange tor 
the ball. He also eliminates Buck Rogers as 
a source of _inspiration for phoning home. 

But Kotzwinkle adds an American trait 
when he informs us t}lat the spaceship is 
like a gigantic glowing Christmas tree or
nament. Who would guess that intergalac
tic beings would model their. vessels upon 
the commercialized American model for 
the Nativity? Or is this a subtle way of 
saying that the three kids are the Magi 
who recognize-the 'Child? . 

E.T. has been lucky enough to get lost I 
·in a rather !1-Pecial, privileged place called I 
I California. He never would have m~de it 

back home if he had not choeen affi.uent 

·• 

children who have computer toys, walkie
talkies, record. players, and other imple
ments needed for his transmission to the 
stars. In fact, if E.T. had undergone his 
unfortunate space-wreck among im
poverished black girls and boys in BraziL 
he never would have made it to the movies 
or The New York Times best-seller list 
and another sort of stardom. 

Kotzwinkle's book allows us to see 
preCisely why the extraterrestrial in the 
film is not repulsive to the audience. Not 
only because of his infantile resonances, 
but because he bas come straight from 
Sesame Street, a second cousin to Yoda. 
Mter melting so many nationalities within 
its borders, and e:r.porting its mass culture 
to so many foreign lands, what is one more 
space critter to America? The audience 
can adopt him in the same way that so 
many small orphans from across the world", 
from multiple other very earthly worlds, 
have been adopted by foster families. An 
immigrant from. another galaxy who does 
not have to pass through Ellis Island. But 
I should not complain. 

With wars bursting all over the planet 
like hellfire, with chemicals tormenting 
our rivers and our vegetation, with whales 
hunted down to produce tennis racquets, 
with famine and dictators ai:td too many 
speeches and reports on how to deal with 

them, we should be glad that a delight like 
E.T. is around. Such a mild and lenient 
message, whether in the film or in the 
book, is encouraging, especially if the al
tsruative is to see Alien or Polterg'!!ist, or 
peruse their novelizations. At a time when 
a lack of trust among nations and human 
beings is pushing us to disaster, such a 
messag~ is ce'rtainly"welcome and it should 
not surprise us that people, burdened with 
responsibilities they cannot handle, are 
thankful for it and ready to shell out some 
dollars for the quick comfort they derive. 
At least a million and a half have been so 
impressed that they have gone out and 
bought the book. 

Even though Kotzwinkle bas not given 
them the childish fun they expected, they 
will probably not be disappointed. He tells 
us again, although .without engaging us 
completely and instantaneously as the film 
does, that just because someOOdy is dif. 
ferent, it does not give us the right to be 
indifferent to his sorroWB; But surely we do 
not have to wait for a traveler from outer 
space to teach .us this. Surely there are 
plenty of people who are different and 
otherly and much nearer by, waiting under 
our own sun. Surely every stranger does 
not have to be infantilized and America· 
nized in order to-gain acceptance. • 
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ANTI-RACISM LITERATURE PROJECT 
P.O. box 2902 
Brooklyn, New York 11202 

PAMPHLETS AVAILABLE FROM THE 
ANTI·RACISM liTERATURE PROJECT 

This catalogue lists the pamphlets and booklets produced and distributed by the 
Anti-Racism Literature Project. The project was an outgrowth of the N.Y.C.-based 
People Against White Supremacy. We are working to make available inexpensive, 
popularly written literature which describes and explains how racism and white 
supremacy work, and which offers suggestions about how they can be combatted. We 
also make available material on the activities and thought of third world people's 
movements and how they can be supported. 

Racism & Education In New York City 
Annie Stein, the late educator/activist/orga
nizer/researcher discusses how and why theN. Y.C. 
schools fail third world children and suggests a 
solution-community control of schools. Never 
before published. 20 pages 
Price: SOC* 

Black Worker /White Worker 
Discusses why and how to raise the issue of white 
supremacy among white workers. From Sojourner 
Truth Organization. 24 pages. 
Price: 75¢*'" 

Sex, Race and aass 
An article by Selma James and responses and 
contributions froffi The Black Women's Group, 
Darcus and Howe and others. Originally published 
by Race Today in 1974. 36 pages. 
Price: $1.60 

Violence Against Women 
~enora Williams discusses a basis upon which 

. feminists and the Black Community can come 
together to fight violence against women and 
racism. Reprinted (xeroxed) from The Black 
Scholar, Jan. 1981. 
Price: 65¢* 

Racism & Nuclear Technology 
A paper delivered by Fiiht Back, a Black workers' 
organization, to a meeting of the Committee For A 
Non-Violent World in 1980. Mimeographed. 
Price: 5¢ (by mail free with a stamped envelope.) 

RaCism And Busing In Boston 
The editors of Radical America magazine analyze 
the roots of racism within the context of the Boston 
school busing struggle. A case study of how white 
politicians use white supremacy to build and 
maintain a powerbase. 32 pages. 
Price: 35¢ 

Fighting Racism-An Exchange 
Staughton LY,nd, Noel Ignatin and Ken LaWTence 
argue the basis for organizing whites in support of 
busing-sparked by the Radical America editorial. 
16 pages. 
Price: 35¢ 

HeU In A Very Small Place 
Includes 13 articles describing conditions at Marion 
Federal Penitentiary, especially the behavior modi
fication "control" unit. Produced by the National 
Committee To Support the Marion Brothers. 
Price: $1.50 

Breaking Mens' Minds-Behavior Control And 
Human Experimentation At The Federal Prison In 
Marion, lll. 
Written by a former inmate who describes the 
conditions in the control unit. 20 pages. 
Price: 60C 

Native Americans Information Packet 
An ideal primer on this subject, the packet includes 

-an historical overview, a speech by the A.I.M. 
leader John Trudell and an 8-page brochure 
providing an account of the struggle being waged 
by the Hopi and Navajo peoples. 
Price: $1.00* 

In Total- Resistance 
Statements and poetry by Leonard_ Peltier, 
Standing Bear (two imprisoned Native Americans) 
and Bobby Garcia (a Chicano who was killed in 
prison) about conditions in and out of prison. 
Produced by the Leonard Peltier Support Group . 
72 pages. 
Price: $2.00 

Azanla (South Africa) Information Packet 
A good primer on the movement. Includes an 
overview of the libertarian struggle by Southern 
Africa magazine and documents from the African 
National Congress, Pan African 1st Congress and 
the BlaCk Consciousness Movement. 
Price: $2.00* 

Puerto Rico: a United States' colony 
Oscar Lopez-Rivera lays out five points as proof of 
Puerto Rico's colonial status on the occasion of his 
trial for seditious conspiracy {ie: being a member of 
the F.A.L.N.) in July,l981. 
Price: 25C* 

Dlusion of Black Progress 
A condensation of a report by Robert Hill for the 
National Urban League which refutes many widely 
held misconceptions about the economic condition 
of Black people in the U.S. Reprinted (xero~ed) 
from the Black Scholar, October, 1978. 
Price: 85C* 

From Somewhere In the Wo-:Jd-Assata Shakur
Me5fage To The New African Nadon 
Discusses the conditions which have led to the 
current national .struggle of .Black people, the 
building of a Black Liberation Army and a Black 
nation. Produced by the New Afrikan Womens' 
Organization. 16 pages. -
Price: $1.50 



The Political Conviction Of R. Dhoruba Moore 
and the Repression of the Black Uberation 
Movement 
l'his 8-page tabloid discusses the case of Dhoruba 
Moore and the goverrunent's use of the Counter 
Intelligence Program (Cointelpro) againSt him and 
the entire Black liberation Novement. 
Free (for mail order send 40¢ in stamps for each 
copy) 

Prisoners Of War-The Case Of Tbe N.Y. Three 
Statements from Hennan Bell, Anthony (Jalil 
Muntaqim) Bottom and Albert (Nub) .Washington, 
f~nner Black Panther Party member<: who joined 
the Black Liberation Army and who are currently 
serving time in N-.Y. State prisons. 36 pages. 
Pri<e: $1.75 

Not For Sale 
Michael Manley and C.L.R. James. 48 pages. 

Price: $1.50 

People Against White Supremacy .. Who We 4.re 
An explanation of the thought behind the 
formation of the group as well as the points of 
unity and a short description of their work. 
Price: JSC* 

STOP RACIST ATTACKS 
3-V2 by 2-Yl no lick stickers. White letters on a red, 
green and black background. 
Price: 40/$1.00 

AVAilABLE" SOON 

Doing Support Work 
A discussion of the reasons and principles for white 
people to Support the autonomous struggles of 
third world people including a criticaJ description 
of the work of the Black United Front Support 
Committee in N.Y.C. 

Make checks payable ta ANTI-RACISM LITERATURE PROJECT. Mail to: ANTI-RACISM 
LITERATURE PROJECT, P.O. Box 2902, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202. Please add 50¢ ar a 20% 
of total sale price• to all orders. Allow 3 weeks .for delivery. 

*a bulk order discount of 20% applies to orders of lO or more copies of o sfn9le Item 

PUBI.ICATIONS AVAILABI.E FROM 
THE BlACK AND THIRD WORLD 
MOVEMENT 

The following is an incomplete listing of publica
tions from the Black and third world movements. 
1bey can be ordeied directly from their publishers. 

BlockN.,.. 
Official communications instrument of the East. 
$7 I 12 issues 
East 
10 Claver Place 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11238 

Arm The Spirit 
An independent paper. $3/yr plus 1 
yr. sub for a prisoner. 
Arm the Spirit 
P.O.Box 5548 
Berkeley, CA. 94705 

llundBg Spear 
Newspaper of the African Peoples' Socialist Party. 
$7.50/yr. 
Burning Spear 
P.O.Box 27205 
Oakland. CA. 94705 

New Afliba- F".pRrs 
Official oq:an of doe NalioBal Committee To De
fend New AfribB Fmodom Figbl«s. Single 
issue/50¢: 
NCDNAFF 
P.O.Box ll84 
Manhattanville Sla.., N.. Y. lDliZ7 

The Communicator 
Newspaper of the Black Veterans ... _ 
Justice. $3/yr. 
BVFSJ 
1119 Fulton Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11238 

If They Take You In The Morning They Will Be 
Coming For Us That Night -
An independent newsletter from N.Y.C. re
sponding to the governments attempts to disrupt 
and destroy the Black and Puerto Rican move
merits. By contribution. 
NTCLR 
P.O. Box 65 
Bronx, N.Y. 10473 

The Black Scholar 
An independ~nt journal of Black studies and re
search. $16/yr. 
Black Scholar 
P.O. Box 7106 
San Francisco, CA. 94966 

Freedom ways 
A quarterly review of the "freedom movement." 
$7.50/yr .. 
Freedomways Associates Inc. 
799 Broadway 
N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

Akwesasne Notes 
Nat-",vt. A..me<'\czsn newfl! and infor-~1-:ion. 
The Mohawk Nation 
via Roosevelttown, N.Y. 13683 



Stop Grand Jury Repression 
Free the Grand Jury Resisters 

As of the end of September, eight Individuals are ~urrently imprisoned for refusing to cooperate with a federal RICO 
grand jury that is allegedly investigating the Brinks incident. 

Each of the individuals made clear to the grand jury and to the judges that they would not be coerced into 
cooperating-no matter how long they would be kept in jail. No! surpr;~;ngly, the judges dismissed these statements of 
principle and more or less said, "Well, let's see what happens." Now, a good number of months later, the subpoenees 
·have remained faithful to their original stands. . '·' 

A couple of the subpoenees are about to file "Grumbles" motions which might lead to their release. However, what 
has always been true is that only popular pressure can speed the release of 'ali !hsoe behind bars. Thus far, there has 
been little enough of that. We believe, however, that the situation can be changed. 

The New York Committee to Stop the RICO Grand Jury is attempting to orga•,ize 3Upport for all those resisting the 
grand jury. As part of that attempt, we'd like to explain why the government is impri.>0ning these particular people, why 
they are refusing to cooperate with the grand jury and why they should be supported. 

The eight people in jail have either been activists in the Black liberation movement or white p~ople who are supporters 
of this movement. What they have in common is not membership in an organizaticrl nor e:ven necessarily agreement on 
all political questions, but instead a conviction that the struggles by Black peop:s «re absolutely central ones for the 
future of the society we live in. They also agree on the need for an absolute refusal to ~ooperate with a government that 
has shown time and again the lengths It Is prepared to go to defeat those struggles. In the ,.,,inds of those refusing to 
cooperate, there c;n be no presumption of good faith for a government that launched COINTELPRO operations against 
all segments of the Biack movements in the 1960s and 1970s. , 

A major part of the US government's counter-Intelligence strategy in the past has been the use of "criminal" Investiga
tions and prosecutions to neutralize leaders of the Black liberation movement. For example, ten years after the convic
tions of Dhoruba Mama a~d Geronimo Pratt, two former leaders of the Black Panther Party currently serving life 
sentences, it was revealed that both were targets of COINTELPRO and subjected to a variety of illegal acts by the govern· 
ment, Including systematic fab;i.-;ation of evidence. These and other disclosures led Amnesty International to issue a 
report In 1981 calling for new trial,; for all targets of COINTELPRO who are now in prison. 

There Is strong evidence that the government is continuing to employ not so different methods today. Specifically, in 
spite of repeater! protestations to the contrary, it. has been revealed that the government has been conducting 
widespread electror;:<" surveillance of many activists in the Black community. 

WHY THESE PEOPLE? 
Which brings us to the question of why the government has subpoenaed these eight people. Clearly, all of them have 

had contact with one ::>r another of the people who have been charged or connected in some way with the attempted rob· 
bery of a Brink's truck in Nyack on October 20, 1981. The US Attorney may have reasons to believe that those imprisoned 
can provide him with information to bolster his contention of a wide-ranging conspiracy. But then again, why should we 
believe anything ~e says? His record and that of his associates, on every level of the crimhal process, has made clear 
that they will reso;t to any stratagem to imprison those who they believe to be political threats. They will tap phones; 
they will use informers; they will use peop:e who wind up in mental institutions; and, when all else fails, they will use 
thelrlmaginations. · 

But who is a political threat? We need not think th<' the US Attorney is an expert on such matters, nor that he is even 
particularly well informed. His judgment Is undoubteil1y affected by some rather pervasive racist notions; but it Is also in· 
formed by a memory of the role that was played by the Biac!< movement of two decades ago In placing fundamental 
questions about the nature of this society be for-:> people In this country and throughout the ·world. Despite whatever set· 
backs it may suffer, the Black movement and Its activists represent a threat to an "American way of life" that is secured 
by the oppression of people of color in this count1y and throughout the world. 

The government's preferred method of attacking the movements of those people of c.:.lor, at this point, is to character
Ize them as terroristic and criminal. The fact that the government is selective in its attacks and that many people in pro· 
gresslve movements relnain unaffected should offer no cause for gratitude. And it should offer no cause for reluctance to 
rally to the defense of those imprisoned for refusing to cooperate with the grand jury. So long as they remain In jail, all 
progressive movements suffer. A popular movement can nc;t only speed up their release, ii can as well serve to 
strengthen all our movements-by restoring to its central place the role of principle and our obligation to defend those 
who uphold II. 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO 
• sign a petition and donate a quarter 

TfTii~YTNre 
IOU JlJTHe 
Momine 

WILl Be 
fDF.U5 
1liar 

• set up a meeting of your organization or with your 
friends to learn more about grand jury repression. 
Call the NY Committee if you would like a speaker or 
would like to show the film "Until She Talks" 
• send money to the grand jury resisters 
• send money to the NY Committee 
• write letters to the US attorney demanding the 
release of the grand jury resisters 

WRITETOTHEGRANDJURY 
RESISTERS 

Yaasmyn Fula, Asha Sundiata/Margaret Thornton, 
Eve Rosahn, Bernardine Dohrn, 
Shal·eem Jabbar/John Crenshaw, 
Alan 'lerkman, Aisha Deborah Buckner 

Metropolitan Correctional Center, 
150 Park Row, 
New York City 

New York Committee to Stop the Rico Grand Jury 
c/o The Grand Jucy Project, 853 Broadway, Rm. 1116, NYC 10003 (212) 674·6005 

Puerto Rican Indictments 
The most recent development in the years long legal investigation into so
called "Puerto Rican terrorism" is the indictment for criminal contempt of 
Julio and Andres Rosado, Ricardo Romero, Maria Cueto, and Stephan Guerra. 
In themselves these indictments are no great surprise. All five of those in
dicted have faced similar charges in the past when they refused to accept offers 
of immunity designed to force them to cooperate with grand jury investigations. 
All except for Guerra have served substantial jail terms on earlier contempt 
charges. 

What is new and alarming about these indictments is the manner in which the 
FBI has handled them. The New York FBI director called a press conference, 
after four of the five had been arrested and two had already been released on 
bail, to announce that the FALN had been beheaded. "Those who know how to 
make the bombs and how to store them" were in custody or would soon be. In 
fact, all five are will known public activists. Four of them are leaders of 
the MLN (National Liberation Movement), and the fifth, Andre>~ ;·,osado, is an 
unaffiliated community health worker. The MLN, a Puerto Rican Chicano Mexicanu 
organization, is widely known for its public support for the strategy of people's 
war Ior Puerto Rican liberation. It is not an armed clandestine "terrorist 11 

group, bu~ a political organization that functions openly through a variety of 
legal ir~ti3~tions. 

The manner ~ ~T7c~ these indictments and arrests were handled indicates a major 
state move ~~ e~~-i~s~e the distinction between supporters and defenders of armed 
struggle a3:;; :;.::-:::;:::1. c::;~t3t2Dts. Hhile this is far from unexpected, it could 
signal a ::E_f.1J~ !:':"':::~~ i=. ;;-eli tical climate. 
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Solidarity and Regroupment 

-- A Report on the East 
Coast Regional Conference 
of the Socialist-Feminist 
Network -- Solidarity. 

By Phil Hill, 
Tuesday Marxist Group 
Washington, DC. 

This report is unfortuneately 
somewhat late. Nonetheless, I feel 
that it is important for revoluti
onaries of the spectrum of opinion 
from which the readership of this 
newsletter is largelv dra•m to be 
able to evaluate the positions of 
our comrades who define themselves 
as 11 socialist-feminists. 11 I hope 
that this report can contribute 
both to concrete cooperation with 
those comrades and to the development 
of a productive debate with them. 

################ 

Over the weekend of Dec. 12, 1981 
East Coast chapters of Solidarity 
gatherea at American University in 
Washington, DC, for a regional con
ference. Solidarity is the left wing 
of the old New American Movement -
i.e., the wing that refused to merge 
'with DSOC (now DSA) . It sees itself 
as part of a "socialist-feminist ten
dency" on the radical left, the onlv 
nationwide organization in that ten
dency. 

Reflecting Solidarity's orienta
tion, the "feeling11 of the conference 
was one of extreme decentralization, 
concern for ,-,proCess," feminism and 
consensus-democracy. In regard to the 
the substance of the debate, the con
ference participants displayed a seri
ousness and sense of purpose about 
their Political work; onvthe other 
hand, they demonstrated that the or
ganization has yet to fully define 
its political role. National Staffer 
Peter Drucker told me that "a fair 
description" of the organization's 
function would include only (1) pro-
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viding a "presence" of organized so
cialist-feminism· within the left; and 
(2) providing resources for work ta
ken up by the chapters. Thus, the or
ganization's involvement in mass work 
is determined almost entirely at the 
local le'l<l. When, as is the case 
with the group's work within the Re
productive Rights National Network 
(R2N2), this work is sufficiently wide
spread, it can be said that the group 
has a national presence in that area. 
In most other struggles, this is not 
the case. The Washington conference's 
vote to endorse the June 12 demo is 
about as far as the national body can 
be exPected to go on its own initia
tive. This is, after all, not ongoing 
mass work, but only a single demo. It 
should be added that this conference 
was in a sense comparable to a natio
nal ·convention, although it only 
brought together Bast Coast people. 
The Network has never had a nation~ 
conference, and its two wings, one 
on each coast, thus function largelv 
independently. That mav change. Ana
tional conference is to be held at 
the end of the ·Summer; even in Wa
shirigton, moreover, Drucker was able 
to provide \o!est Coast input, since 
he works out of SF. 

One of the problems with the loose 
organizational structure became ap
parent when recruiting was discussed 
in a workshop. A number of indepen~ 
dent socialist-feminists have appar
ently declined to join Solidarity be
cause it doesn't provide them >lith 
anything that they don't already get 
through their local collectives or 
mass organizations. Why pile on more 
meeting committments, and pay dues? 
On the other hand, an opinion.was ex
pressed that Solidarity members "are 
a certain kind of people," and the 
character of the organization should 
not be altered by indiscriminate re
cruiting. In other words, a good part 
of the commonality that holds the 
group together is personal affinitv 
with the same "kind of people," ra
ther than a clearly defined political 



purpose. 
On the second (final) day of the 

conference, the issue of regroupment 
brought the membership face-to-face 
with the contradictions inevitably 
flowing from such a situation. For 
Solidarity, regroupment means the 
possibility of joint work, federation 
or even merger with groups of histo
rically different political origins. 
The editors of this newsletter, in 
calling for the "formation of a ten
dency;" are in effect also pushing 
for a kind of regroupment. I believe 
that that fact creates the basis for 
a dialogue between these two non
dogmatic trends in the revolutionary 
movement. 

The Washington conference was at
tended by representatives of""three 
organizations with which Solidarity 
is currently engaged in regroupment
oriented discussions. Two were for
mer Trotskyist organizations, the 
IS and its break-away, Workers' Pow
er; the third was the Socialist 
Party. The latter presentation was 
largely ignored by the delegates in 
their subsequent discussion of re
groupment, possibly because the SP's 
representative, in snite of an at
tempt to put as "left" a face as pos
sible on his grouo, seems to have 
been unable to overcome the general 
suspicion that it was a smaller ver
sion of DSOC. 

The IS's Michael Urquhardt, in re
sponse to a question, pointed out 
that his group rejected the theoreti
cal premise -- common, though not 
universal within Solidarity -- that 
capitalism and patriarchy are two 
separate exploitative structures that 
simply interact. When discussion of 
the question opened,Washington chap
ter leader Dana Naparsteck seized on 
that statement as an illustration of. 
why the regroupment issue need not 
any longer even continue to waste the 
time of the conference. Drucker, on 
the other hand, emerged as an enthu
siastic advocate of a process that 
might lead to a aerger of the four 
(or severa1 of the four) organiza
tions. Betvees these tvo positions, 
a number of opiainps which accepted 
some degree o£ zegw nt existed, 

but there was no clear crystalization 
of factions around opposing positions. 

Drucker's conceptual premise was 
that the socialist-feminist tendency 
need not have an exclusive organiza
tional base. Rather, he saw the pos
sibility of a regroupment process 
that brought socialist-feminists into 
an organizational framework alongside 
other non-dogmatic revolutionaries; 
socialist-feminism would then be a 
tendency within that broader grouping; 
Naparsteck, on the other hand, wanted 
Solidarity to take the lead in form
ing and strengthening the socialist
feminist tendency itself, and there
fore to retain its ideological self
definition organizationally. The de
bate between the two protagonists 
and the other participants culmina
ted in a series of votes in which 
Naparstack lost'by resounding margins 
in every case -- she was literally 
alone on one vote -- and yet her con
cept emergedvictorious in the final 
analysis. 

Naparsteck exemplified the .tenden
cy to see Solidarity's reason for ex
istence in terms of affinity and per
sonal needs rather than goal-oriented 
politics. Her expression of the fear 
that "ten years from now·, when the 

.movement is big, there won't be any 
Solidarity" -- if the organization 
failed to defend its integrity from 
the creeping danger of regroupment 
showed her orientation. While most 
participants did not share her ex
treme position, they harboured enough 
of the same. sentiments to be somewhat 
wary• of the actual organizations 
with whom regroupment was expected 
to be undertaken. 

Thus, two resolutions on regrouP
ment ended up being "modified" be
yond recognition before any votes 
were taken. One, from Boston, pro
posed a detailed scheme for close fe
deration with IS and WP. Under pres
sure from the participants, the pro
Ponent of the resolution deleted the 
names of the partner organizations -
so that the resolution in effect said 

·nothing. It was thereafter ignored. 
Discussion then centered around the 
other resolution, this one by Drucker. 
Although this was a more. general 
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"endorsement-in-principle" type of 
resolution, it did mention the names 
of the prospective regroupees, and 
was therefore sure to "go down in 
flames," as Drucker ruefully put it. 
To save the ship, the ballast went 
overboard again -- not only were the 
groups' names deleted, but the final 
resolution called for "regroupment11 

with "local socialist feminist orga
nizations and ['unspecified] national 
organizations.,, "Regroupment" with 
.the former was, of course Naparsteck's 
kind of regroupment: i.e., no regrouP
ment at all. Thus, the subseauent 
votes merely upheld .this watered-down 
compromise against Naparsteck's at
tempt to pass her undiluted extremist 
position, 

I would like to conclude by offer
ing several lessons that, in my 
view, emerge from the debate within 
Solidarity. 

1. Both regroupment concepts are 
valid models for non-dogmatic revol
utionaries to consider~ and need not 
be mutually exclusive. 

Naparsteck was defending the need 
for particular tendencies to maintain 
their organizational coherence. Even 
if one doesn't agree with the poli
tics of a certain tendency -- and I 
don't agree with Naparsteck's po
litics -- I think that it's important 
for the development of non-dogmatic
revolutionary politics to have orga
nized forms for various tendencies. 

Drucker, on the other hand, was 
calling for a broader regroupment of 
non-dogmatic revolutionaries. This, 
too, is a goal worth working toward, 
so long as it does not preclude the 
formation of factions based on a 
higher level of agreement. 

2. There is a fairly basic diffe
rence in orientation between the 
so dalist-feminist tendency and the 
type of tendency that I believe this 
Newsletter should contribute toward 
building. 

The difference, in my opinion, is 
one which combines elements of style 
and substance of the groupings. By 
"style," I mean the basic psychology 

·of the organization, which, in the 
case of Solidarity, I have described 
as "affinity"-oriented, etc. I be-
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lieve that a revolutionary political 
organization should be based primari
ly on a political self-definition, 
and have well-defined revolutionary 
political goals. 

By "substance," I refer to Soli
darity's relationship to the move
ments. in which it is. active. I don't 
believe that Solidarity is capable 
of defining for itself and imple
menting a political role within the 
movement that sets it apart from the 
rank-and-file of that movement. Thus, 
it runs the risk of keeping revolu
tionary politics as the preserve of 
the "kind of people" who are in Soli
darity, without ever seeking to deve
lo~ a strategy for creating a mass
based revolutionary movement. I be
lieve that the role of revolutiona
ries within the mass movements has 
to ~e clearly defined -- even if we 
agree to discard the actual role de
finitions inherited from the Stalin. 
era. 

In evaluating Solidarity, it would 
be wise to keep in mind recent deve
lopments .of European groups whose 
politics are generally in the non
dogmatic revolutionary spectru. OCT 
in France, PLS in Belgium and the 
KB in West Germany have all split in 
recent years along lines described as 
Leninist and Movementist (Anderson, 
Revolutionary Socialism, London, 1980 
--this is Big Flame's .iournal). The 
British group is divided into facti
ons over the issue, though it hasn't 
split (yet?). In short, the "movemen
tist"- -- or "libertarian" -- position 
is comparable to the socialist-femi
nism of Solidarity, while.the Lenin
ist position is more comparable to 
what I have outlined as being oppo
sed to Solidarity positions. In both 
France and Belgium, the movementists 
have eneed up doing nothing except 
publishing newspapers. This is not 
surprising, since their ideology 
tends to contradict the concept of 
an organizing role for a central 
leadership body. Deprived of such a 
role, the central body can best serve 
the movement by putting out a publi
cation. Even in West Germany, where 

(continued on page 40) 



Excerpts from Germany, part 2 

I gonna tell you a little bit about 
lerlin politics. First of all the Rea-
san visit. On June 10th he was in Bonn 
md there was a huge peaceful demo, almost 
500,000 peaceniks were there. But the demo 
was in the outskirts of Bonn, on the the 
other side of the Rhine, Reagan stayed on 
the opposite side. 

Some people marched onlY about 500 yards 
since the organizers were afraid of mili
tancy. As far as I heard the whole thing 
was a nice sunny· boring peace festival no
body was impressed by. 

Berlin was very different. From the 
beginning it was clear that there would be 
2 demos, one - th~ peaceful one - the day 
before the visit (June 10th) and the real 
one (June 11th). The weeks before were 
already very tense: people put out of their 
windows banners with slogans like Reagan go 
West/Go Home/fuck off, etc. The police 
confiscated-these banners, painted slogans 
over and new slogans appeared. The peak ' - -was when the largest German satlre magazlne 
included in one of.their issues stickers 
with "Reagan Go Home" and the police con
fiscated all of the issues from Berline 
from every single booth,store where they 
were sold. The media criminalized those 
who were willing to go to the June 11th 
demo already beforehand. Rumors were 
spread that the police would shoot at, 
people to keep them from demonstrating. 

The day of the demo was like this: 
about 10 AM people were supposed to gather 
at a certain square. About 3,000 were there 
in time. -About 10:10 AM the police closed 
·off all streets around the square with 
barbed wire, the subway station and all 
stores closed. Thousands of policemen 
surrounded the place with their equipment 
like high-pressure water-tanks, police 
tanks, tear-gas guns •••• We called it the 
concentration camp at the Wollen dorf-Platz 
(name of the square). The police told us 
to stay there till 2 PM, when Reagan would 
leave. 3ut their plan didn't work. People 
succeeded in removing the wire, making the 
police RDYe backwards thru hails of stones,_ 
building barricades, even a police van and 
the Mercedes of an ABC News team burnt out. 
Police brutali~~_s enormous, hundreds of 
people got w•nlied, 16 are still in prison 

waiting for their trial. More than 200 
people were arrested before the demo, when 
they wanted to cross the border to Berlin 
and were released after Reagan had left. 
The riots spread all over the city and the 
street fights went on til late at night; 
At the same time· 1 0, 000 Berliners greeted 
Reagan. It was very hard to get a permiss
ion to this show. You- had to get a Secret 
Service check-up, apply a couple of weeks 
for tickets beforehand. And only 2000 
applied. To avoid a disaster, big companies 
and the government gave a day off to those 
who were willing to waste their time there. 
Also, about 10% of the ·spectators were se
curity people. Reagan left the show an 
hour early, since the Berliners didn't re
spond the way there were supposed to, plus 
the police forces were badly needed at the 
demo. 

Though it was a good day, it deep-
ened the split between the militants and 
the non-violents. The Alternative list 
was criminalized in the time after the 
demo, the press called the demonstrators 
the legal wing of the RAF, etc. Also, 
everybody is afraid now that the police 
uses the next demo for a revenge •. This 
didn't happen so far, but the police force 
was larger than before at the demos. They 
also clear two squatted houses since then 

-and search 3-5 houses every day. Last week 
was the last demo. It was very- hot, _so 
people decided to change the route. We _ 
went to a lake in Berlin, where people un
dressed, took a swim, with banners in the 
lake and then we continued the demo - nude. 
The motto of the demo was expanded to,"We 
want the right to have scarves in-front 
of the face and helmets during a demo." 
We also stopped several times at old water 
pumps to get some water, took a bath in a 
fountain and the policemen were sweating in 
their thick uniforms, with helmets on their 
heads ••• Though this was fun, the situation 
in general is very bad·. My impression is 
that the peak of the squatter.-punk-no future 
movement the revolt of the last two years 
is over 'and that the ~ovement is going 
downhili: drugs, alcohol, pills, internal 
aggression and tension, all this supported 
by the police, the continuous police raids, 
more and more people in prison, 4,000 ·are 
still waiting for their trial in Berlin, 
no clear orientation •••.• 
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additional notes from late September 

The political climate here in Germany is 
changing, slowly but steadily. The shift 
to the right might become more obvious when 
we have the conservative CDU-FDP government, 
starting next week. Although they won't do 
much different things from the former gov
ernment, except they'll act a little bit 
faster and clearer. It was the Social Demo
cratic government which suggested to cut un
employment benefits by 50%(!), was ready to 
go ahead with the nuclear program, especial
ly. the breeder reactor, introduced new po
lice weapons and laws, built high security 
prisons, criminalized the left as terrorists, 
etc •... I guess the main difference will be 
in the social field, probably something 
like your Reaganomics program. 

Right now there is a kind of campaign go
ing on against the legal anti-imperialist 
left - being labelled as the "legal wing 
of the RAF", and therefore juridically 
ready to be prosecuted and sentenced. This, 
for instance means that they arrested some 
people who bought a tent the same kind as 
used during an attack against Krossen 

a US military figur4 here. 
Or a box of chocolate, which was supposedly 
found in a house where some" RAF people stay
ed. Imagine: You buy something and guerilla 
group buys the same by chance, you get ar
rested - because its a good reasons for ar
rest, because they always wanted to get you 
for your legal political work. Also,"there 
are NATO manuevers going on till end of Dec. 
so they are afraid of attacks, therefore 
they increased surveillance immensely ••.• 

At the same time Nazi groups increase. 
Just two examples: There were some state 
elections spring/summer '82 a so-called " 
'Immigrants-out' party got about" 4% of the 
votes, and this party is clearly a branch 
of the biggest German Nazi group. Another 
example: skin-heads (Nazi youth group, 
right wing punks) attack squattered houses, 
beat up squatters, punks, left people, stab 
them, ~ut fire to houses, etc. I was at a 
Punk concert and about 30 skinheads with 
helmets, clubs and tear gas attacked the 
waiting crowd. It's almost for sure that 
the police collaborated or better allows 
their attacks. There was also a meeting of 
top-Nazis in Berlin in the Intercontinental 
under police protection. I guess that the 
silent unmoral majority supports them, 
since unemployment is rising, media pro
paganda against the left is awful. I read 
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an article a couple of days ago, which 
compared how unemployment and inflation 
figures are made in different countries. 
"In this comparison it was shown that both 
figures are higher in German than in the 
U.S. And the workers remain quiet, bound 
by the Unions, by their hope to stay em
ployed or get a new job; they just call 
for restrictive measures against "lazy 
people" like us, against aliens •..• They 
are introducing something like your school 
busing-system for Turkish students here in 
Berlin: No more than 50% non-Germans in a 
class. And the secretary of education hir
ed 100 fascist Turkish teachers directly 
from Turkey to give the right education to 
Turkish kids. If a Turkish person seeks 
political asylum here, the government asks 
the Turkish intelligence for "advise". 
About 98% of all people who seek asylum 
are rejected, which means are sent back to 
their home country and get killed there. 

*** 
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Norteamericanos, Call Home 
By Ariel Dorfman 

from \he book, which bas made the movie 
E. T (and, of course, the book as well) such 
an incredible success. And ouch a relief. 
E.T is 10 different from all the other 
fiends, ectoplasms, end psychopaths who 
have been howling and devouring thei r 
way through walls, bodies, and box offices. 
I have watched with conster oat ion how the 

E.T., The Extra-Terres tr ia l in Hie Ad ven· 
tu ru on Earth. BY William Kottwin"le 
Rf>r~ It~ Bonk~. $2 95 paper 

dtmensionsof theyoung Hehasal10,asisl perm1t h1m to be d ressed up like Miss mounting curve of American paranoia in 
wont to happen in fairy tales, dared the Ptgg)i . He wants ua to feel that we are in international affain coincides with the 
spectators to rejuvenate themselves 1f they the presence of a god from the stars, a mounting hysteria in horror movies. These 
care to enJOY the show Th1s much has been nuclear being, and should be properly pictures are laced with fear, insinua ting a 

Moat people buy a novel based on a noted by all. mov.e CfltlCS, spectators, and a.,ed But not even he can explatn why . mental landscape where neither specta tors 
moVIe In order to duplicate an already 

1 
film encut.wes. Yet what oeems to have E.T. did not simply fty to his spaceship at ' nor characters feel safe. In Poltergeist , a 

pleasurable experience The writun word I esca ped us, and what Kouwinkle's no'. the beginning instead of letting himself be I typical case. adults try to save the chil
let.s them control the rhythm of the camera elization obliquely reveals, by turning E.T. tripped up by inferior roots and shrubs, dren. E T. the film, predicate> the revene: 
and relive the story in comfort, fu from intosucbasolemn and slow and ponderous turned into a Robinson Crusoe with duck - 1t is the childre.n who v.ill save the adults, 
the maddmg popcorn crowd. My relliOns old organism, is that the creature from waddling feet and no F riday to lord it over and they will do it becauoe they can com
are different. I'm searchin~t for clues to outer space, in the movie, is aiiO a child. Kotzwinkle is trapped in the original plot. prebend that an alien is not to be in· 
what really happened on the •creen, aJ. H is a.spect may be ancient and turtlelike, The novel baa been derived f rom evitably feared, that we do not need to 
most hoping that the wriur will ha ve ex- but he is treated like a baby, both by his M elissa Mathison's screenplay, and not project our terrors upon him. Both the film 
eluded something vital, that he will have protectors and his cinematic narrators. from the fimshed picture. If Kotzwinkle and the novel refuse to see the stranger as 
altered enough so I can emphasize in retro- Part of that childishness is, naturally, had seen and been enchanted by the crea- a metaphor for that which must be elimi · 
spect the essential, irreplaceable element in the novel as well. It can be attributed to ture in all ito magic, he nev~r would have nated. the stranger as an accusation or a 
which cannot be repeated in a nother me· the hostile environment and culture where been able to transmogrify lt mto such a blasphemy that can be stilled only through 
d1um. Because a book cannot manipulate he ha.s been abandoned. Foreigners al.,·ays consummate adult, and he certamly would martydrom or persecution. 
us as much as anything audiovisual. But have that air of the newborn about them, not have underlined and e1aggerated 1t.s This proposition, that we accept crea-
generally my hopes are thwarted: we tend _ , ture• unlike us, no matter how revolting 
to get reha.shes performed by hacks. . .. , and ugly, that we stand up against in-

For once, however, I have been for · tolerance and extermination, i.s not new to 
tunate. William Kouwinkl•s narrative ecience-fiction literature. Kotzwinkle's 
version of E. T. ha.s removed the pulsing, book pursues the idea without adding any-
dancing core of the movie. It wa.s not his thing to it . He has written a bout a Close 
intention, I am sure, but be has smuggled Encounter of the Fourth Kind. By doing 
us a blueprint with which to in terpret the ::so, he throws into relief, once more, the 
original. By reading his book , we can come inventiveness and or iginality of t he 
to t.rms with the real re&!ons for thnt Spielberg film. The U.S. audience, starved 
film's phenomenal success. Paradoxically, for affection and openness, is given a tale 
Kotz.,inkle's offshoot is interested in in which Beauty (the child) kisses the 
adults. Perhaps there was no other way a Beast (E.T.) and r .. urreets him, in which 
vmter as accomplished as the author of the tired wayfarer of forbidding demeanor 
Doctor Rat could avoid a dull and para · 1 but with a bag full of miracles is given 
sitical line-by-line · repetition of the ! hospitality and a hearth. Kouwinkle, by 
screenplay. He had to find a universe of his making his fallen divinity so overwhelm-
own to play with, and the only direction for ingly superior, leaves us no alternative 
independent development and depth was It is not enough for E.T. to be a child. than to enter into an alliance with him; 
toward the senior choracters. 'l ' . Spielberg has made sure of the monster's 

Be that as it may, Kotzwmkle does not H e must have an air of famL Lanty, a acceptance by making him a baby. 

care especially for the children, but is capacL'ty 'or cultural as~L·mL'latL'on. He zs' And of course the extraterrestrial poses 
fascinated by M ary, the kid's mother, and /' -' no challenge, in the film and in the book, 
by the extrater restrial himself. The not a lien to Americans. mhis may not seem to the society which harbors hlm. There is 
mother IS growmg oia ana does !lot like it. n.., Jemanci in eith~~:r of ~t:. crr. fN s !eal 
E.T. IS 10 million vears old, "older than obvious to peonle from the States, who dialogue with the creature or hi> Clviliza-
~lethuselah, as old ~sold:· and lo,·es it. He 1 1:" t10n. In the book, his world i• too mys-
wants to stay that way. He would also like tend tO VieW their habitS as natUral and terious and arcane t<> be understood. ex-
to return to his interstellar routes before • cept through impalpable, improbable (and 
Earth's gravity tears him asunder AI· global. But to someone from the thirdworld, tlfe>Ome) waves of light and fingen.ips of 
thnugh in the book E.T. has a childlike, • • [ ha E T b helt d fire, whereas in the film E .T . has no etfec-
Word>worthian.worshipoflivmgbeings,it! Lt lS c ear t t .. can e s ere tive civilization, no di•tinct symbol-sys-

i• pervaded by a "terrible and ancient I' because he zs' com 'ortably integrated into tern. Here is another due to how an alien 
knowledge," communicating with star- I' can convert the audience to the gospel of 
energies and other such elevated and In· American mass culture. love. l t is not enough for him to be 8 child. 
scrutable beings Mary is worried about He must also have about him an air of 
more down-to-earth dilemmas. early familiarity, he must have within a desire 
menopause, late psychiatry, aching feet at and capacity for cultural assimilation. In 
work. pornography, calories and beauty as they try to adJu•l to a strange land. But deformities. "hts h1deous shrunken form, the film, he is not alien to Americans at all . 
cream, suburb1a, and recurring visions of E.T. is purportedly of superior intelli- h" homble_ mouth, h1s long creepy ~.nge~s This may not seem obvious to people from 
de,a>taung males m bed or at the door. gence. agog with ma~ical power.. In the- and toes, hts grot<!sque stomach . . ·. Th1s , the States, who tend to view their own 
She de>es not knO"'' that Kotzwinkle hB! ory. he should be able to cope very well He horror IS not our adorable E.T .!' 1< true· habits and images as natural, eternal. and 
injected into the space elf a rather im- has all the wisdom of the celestial spheres that Sp1elberg ha> su~ested only h1s ~lobal. But to somebody from the th~rd 
probable crush on her. While she p1nes at his cosmic fingertips , is proficient in mother could love .h•m. but he forgot to world, as 1 am, to people who are real 
away. a three-footer from the stars debates telekinesis and telepathy . But what hap- add that the mov1e s greatest tnumph" to outsiders and misfits, it is dear that the 
in her son's closet how - best to communi· pens to these diverse talents m the movie turn all_of us mto mothers. The wondrous walking vegetable with the valentme beat· 
cate his feelings. To the story of love be- is significant. They are, in fact, pseudo- mechamcal be1ng that Carlo Ram bald• has ing openly on his chest as a sign of friendli
tween children and the visitor that formed powers, bestowod upon h•m by the scr ipt concocted 1satrange and biz~rre, but not at ness, can be accepted as somebody to cud
the basic plot of the picture has bean more than by nature so that he may seem all threaten mg. Merely deSigned t.~ br~ng die and protect, can be sheltered and 
added an ironic and sad description of mysterious and preemment. &o that he can t out our softest thoughts, to make every- watched over because he is ea>ily and 
unrequited and impossible love, a reverse play with them and with us, gi .... e us a.thrill body love it," as one H~n;.hey executive comfortably integrated into American 
fairytale in which the frog doe• not gain or a laugh. Then they are conventently . announced when asked 1f It wa~ safe to mass culture His very semblance has been 
admittance to the dormitory and never forgotten for the purposes of the plot. In have such a freak promote Reese s P1ec~s. prepared by the doll industry, by the Mup
qUite becomes the prince. fa~t, he is more like &limall savage from.the . He could have proved hi~ pomt . Wl~h pets, by animated cartoon.5. That 1~ why. 

It 1s clear tha t perspective> such a.s third world or the back lands than a Milky Konrad Lorenz. who noted, m Stud1es 1n when the mother sees htm amid a moun
these, from the mature sidt of life, would \\"ay wizard. Ther~ i~ no reuon why he Ammal and H~man B~~avtor, that. hu· • tain of stuffed toys, he doe~ not ~tand out. 
have de>troyed the film's chum as well as should be so clumsy, 11.hy he should raid 1 mans feel affecuon for an1mals with JU~e- . . . ~ 
iu box office clout. In the movie, adults are the refrigerator and spill everything, why nile features : enormous eyes, bulgmg Splel~g has mhdeJure th~t ~nm•ual 
t1th~r remote and menacing or close by he should get drunk, why he never pro· craniumst retreating chins. However much contacts ~we-en t e Je~ 1 t; JOt ~e 
and ridiculous. They are always useless. ceeds beyond a pidgin English ("E.T. E.T . is beholden to worms, dragons, and t,hrough ObJects th~t any k•d from t e 
They are the real aliens in the camera 's phone home") such as Tarzan used in his insects for his looks, he is above a ll an States would recogmze, the symbols of the 
lauJhing len.eo. not E.T. first film and countless Indians have stut· overweight fetus, a wise man from outer most popular folkhfe longmgs _of20th ~en-

So nothmg could puah the book farther tered in so many others. space in the garb of an infant. This puerile tury Amer~ca. The space gobhn •s entice~ 
from the mo,;e than clas•ifying its ex- Or rather, the reasons have to do with condition iJ overwhelmingly visual and out of the fohag~ by 8 stn~g ~fhRdese .} 
tralerre;triah.mon;: the adults or trying to the film's strategy: our boy from out spectacular, so maybe it was better for Pteces, almost a.s •fhe were a amlS e wal 
gl\·e us a no:i<>n. as Kotzwinkle does, of yonder muat be vulnerable, an orphan, Kouwinkle not to watch the animated m an ASian or Afncan alley. And the first 
how the world might look through the eyes some'-ody who provokes our tenderness, marvel in motion. sucking up our ~~enti rapport depe;>ds on baseball--the boy 
of a more evol-.ed ~es manded on our with whom we can all 1dentify, full of sit· menu. He wu able to devote htmself to throws a baU mto the toolshed, "'here the 
planet. By doin!: so, Kotz•1nkle bu acted com gags. The movie doe« not give us tim e more literuy whirls of empathy: "His mvader 15 hidmg, and the ball bo'::'~es 
like someone .-ho try tnc to cop)' I to ask these questions. We are camed thought patterns were not visible, could back. T~t ma~ hav~_been ~ muc . or 
Leonardo's !>l ona ~ has left out not a long by the frames, the music, the mon- not be-n rainbowing above his head in Ko

1
_uwm ode, w 0 '"be 15 queht or ~~ver

on!y the famouo o.mll • • but t.be mouth tage. The book, on the other hand, must brilliant, subtle waves." In other words, sa tty (a g muat evervt mg to ery
itself, the framework for the ~.e. Chi!- try, a.sliteraturewilldo,todeliver acertain . the intellectual glimmerings of a monster 
d re_n are the smile l.D E T , the :nm-ie. logical conoistency to the chuacter. So I are not exactly filmable. H is childishness 
Spielberg'• whole stra~ ha.s been to Kotzwinkle makes his space runt more 1s. 
ll rlp the universe da-n to the "SlODA and -..-ary of hio ection. Tho 6U1bor ..;a. aot It ia t.bia basic i)Uppy-feeling ... boent 

(continued on page 40 ) 
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